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Introduction from the Director

It gives me great pleasure to introduce the 2007–2008 Annual Report of the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, reporting another busy and productive year.

The Institute was founded in 1990 through a generous bequest of the late Dr D.M. McDonald, to facilitate and support archaeological research at Cambridge. Most archaeologists are based in the Department of Archaeology, but we also support researchers in the Cambridge Archaeological Unit, the Colleges, the Fitzwilliam Museum, the Leverhulme Centre for Human Evolutionary Studies, the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology and the Faculties of Classics and Continuing Education.

Our overarching strategy is to promote archaeology at Cambridge as a discipline concerned with the human career in its entirety, from early prehistory to the most recent past. We do this by providing laboratories for work in archaeological science, project space, conference and seminar facilities, research grants and publication venues (the Cambridge Archaeological Journal and the Monograph series).

The post-doctoral early career researchers working in the Institute make up one of the largest such communities in archaeology in the world. Some are funded directly by the Institute, some by external Fellowships and some by research grants obtained by Cambridge staff.

As this report illustrates, Cambridge archaeologists are working on all periods of the past from early prehistory to the twentieth century, in most regions of the world, and across the humanities and science spectrum of the discipline.

The seminar room of the Institute has been used on an almost daily basis for laboratory group meetings, workshops, seminars and conferences, as well as for the research training that supports the very large number of graduate students (including over a hundred full-time PhD students) attached to the Department of Archaeology. The highpoint of the meetings programme was the annual McDonald Lecture, this year’s, the nineteenth, delivered by Professor Paul Mellars, on the debates about the origins of Homo sapiens, the so-called Human Revolution. This was also the theme of his major co-edited book published by the Institute. It was in fact a bumper year for the publication programme, including two volumes stemming from Institute conferences and four on major completed fieldwork programmes by Cambridge archaeologists and their collaborators.

Archaeology has important things to say about the human past, of relevance for today and tomorrow, and Cambridge archaeologists are at the forefront of that project. I would like to express my gratitude here for the hard work and commitment to excellence of the Institute central staff, and of my academic colleagues, that together make the Institute such an intellectually exciting, enjoyable and productive research centre.
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My major publication during the year was *Archaeology and Desertification: the Wadi Faynan Landscape Survey*. This monograph and accompanying CD presented the final results of a project that I co-directed with Professors David Gilbertson (then of the University of Bournemouth) and David Mattingly (University of Leicester) between 1996 and 2001, a study by a team of archaeologists and geographers of the long-term landscape history of the Wadi Faynan in southern Jordan. The book was published by Oxbow for the Council for British Research in the Levant, but produced — immaculately — to their specifications by Dora Kemp in the Institute. A very different publication in the year was my chapter describing the history of the Society of Antiquaries between 1950 and 2000, in a book celebrating its 300th anniversary, a sensitive chapter to write considering that many of its major actors are very senior members of our discipline!

My field research during the year focused on Libya and Borneo. In April I directed the second season of excavation in the Haua Fteah cave, on the coast of northeast Libya. The team succeeded in emptying the backfill of the deep trench excavated in the 1950s by Cambridge’s Dr Charles McBurney down to about 8 metres — still leaving another 6 metres to the depth he reached at the end of his final season — as well as conducting fieldwork around the cave including trial excavations in two other caves. The depth we reached is approximately where Dr McBurney found two human mandibles originally thought to be Neanderthal but now regarded as Modern Human and critical for debates regarding when Modern Humans colonized North Africa. This depth is certainly below the limits of C14 dating and we are awaiting with great interest the results of a programme of OSL dating (a method of dating with a far longer timedepth than C14) of samples from the depth of the human remains, being analysed at the Universities of Wollongong, Australia, and Royal Holloway London.

I was in the field again in August, in Sarawak in Borneo, coordinating the second season of fieldwork by the Cultured Rainforest Project team, funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council. Anthropologists (from the Universities of Oxford, Sussex and Malaysia, Sarawak) are studying the lives of present-day Penan foragers and Kelabit farmers and how they relate to the rainforest; and archaeologists (from Cambridge and Leicester) and geographers (from Queens’ University Belfast) are investigating how foragers and farmers have used the rainforest, and shaped it, in the past.

Throughout the year I also coordinated a third project, investigating the development of horse husbandry in China, part of my ongoing interest in the early history of pastoralism. This project integrates the techniques of archaeozoology, the study of animal bones from excavations (Dr Marsha Levine, Dr Krish Seetah) and archaeogenetics, the analysis of the modern DNA of extant horse populations and of ancient DNA in archaeological bones (Dr Mim Bower). This project is funded by the Leverhulme Trust.

I gave a number of conference and keynote papers in the year, for example in Beijing, Dublin, London and Siena. The lectures in China were part of a study visit in December that culminated in the McDonald Institute and Department of Archaeology signing research collaboration agreements with Peking University and the Institute of Archaeology of the Beijing Academy of Social Sciences. In March I delivered the inaugural lecture celebrating the launch of the new Institute of European and Mediterranean Archaeology in Buffalo, USA, an initiative modelled in some ways on the McDonald Institute, designed to build research synergies amongst archaeologists working in different departments in the university.

Chairing the Archaeology Sub-Panel of the national 2008 Research Assessment Exercise also took a great deal of time, as between January and July the sub-panel members were each reading and grading several hundred books and articles selected by UK university archaeologists from their 2001–2007 publications.
Deputy Director’s Report

My first year at the McDonald Institute has been an eventful and enjoyable one in each of my three areas of responsibility: managing the Institute, research and teaching. The first important steps were to launch a new website (providing a central resource for archaeological research at Cambridge) and to establish a new affiliation policy that encourages the Institute’s varied constituencies to take advantage of everything the McDonald has to offer. All post-doctoral archaeological researchers in collegiate Cambridge are welcome as Members or Fellows of the Institute. Students of archaeology are also welcome to take advantage of its many events, and students at all levels form an important part of the Institute’s scientific and humanistic research communities (particularly in the joint Department of Archaeology/McDonald Institute laboratories). New support schemes have also been established for conferences, workshops and discussion groups.

The publications team worked overtime to produce an exemplary suite of books and journals. The successful Cambridge Archaeological Journal and McDonald Institute Monograph Series remain important aspects of the Institute’s activities. The monograph series will continue to include both themed volumes (typically arising from our conferences) and reports on fieldwork, but will increasingly also use supplementary on-line publication.

On the financial side, our accounts have been streamlined, our funding arrangements secured and our relationships with other parts of the University of Cambridge clarified. Partly as a result of these initiatives, our grants and awards provision has been increased to make up for the impact of inflation in recent years.

In terms of research, I have sought to balance my joint interests in medieval archaeology and historical ecology — often combining the two where the synergy is rewarding. My Medieval Origins of Commercial Sea Fishing project (funded by the Leverhulme Trust) has now entered its third year. The project’s publications have already had a major impact — being covered in New Scientist for example. The project team delivered over 10 conference papers in 2007/08 and hosted a major international workshop on the archaeology and early history of intensive sea fishing. In the next 18 months, post-doctoral research associates Jen Harland and Cluny Johnstone will help bring the final publications to press.

Most of my other research this year has focused on the Viking Age. Examples include a theoretical review of the causes of the Viking Age published in Antiquity and trial excavation at an enigmatic chiefly and ecclesiastical settlement in Orkney known as the Brough of Deerness. This latter project begins a new exploration of the relationship between power and ideology during the Viking Age diaspora. I also co-organized an international conference on Maritime Societies of the Viking and Medieval World. Otherwise, my medieval research has focused on writing up my previous excavation project at Quoygrew, a medieval rural settlement in Orkney.

Soon I will be combining research and teaching in a new project: Crisis, What Crisis? Collapses and Dark Ages in comparative perspective (funded by the Mellon Foundation). This initiative, co-directed with Professors Martin Millett and John Hatcher, will combine a seminar series, a post-doctoral fellowship and two studentships all intended to help compare and explain the crises of the long fifth, ninth and fourteenth centuries AD — and to set them within an international comparative context. At present I am also enjoying the opportunity to teach Viking Age and Anglo-Saxon archaeology at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels.

The multifaceted Deputy Director position is challenging and rewarding. I look forward to my second year and to the continued support of the staff of both the McDonald Institute and the Department of Archaeology — to whom I owe my sincere gratitude.
News and people
This year has seen several researchers completing their work and moving on to greater things. Manuel Arroyo-Kalin successfully completed his PhD on the terras pretas or dark earths of the central Amazon Basin, and is now developing further geoarchaeological projects in the Amazon Basin, as well as in the Pali Aike National Park in Patagonia (see p. 40 of this report) and Tierra del Fuego. Dr Andrea Balbo has now taken up a post-doctoral fellowship in soil micromorphology at ICRAE in Barcelona. Dr Lenke Lisa completed her EU Marie Curie fellowship on the Dolní Věstonice Middle–Upper Palaeolithic loessic sequence and has now returned to the University of Brno in the Czech Republic. Julie Boreham, the laboratory’s Senior Research Technician of 15 years, left in March of this year to make beautiful thin sections as her own business. She will be much missed.

We now welcome Tonko Rajkovaca (formerly of Cambridge Archaeological Unit) as our new Senior Research Technician in Geoarchaeology to the laboratory as of 1 September.

Project work
Field and laboratory work has continued for a number of projects that were begun last year namely at the Mesolithic–Neolithic settlement site of Vlasac in the Danube Gorges with Dr Dušan Borić, at the Early Bronze Age settlement site of Dhaskalio in the Cycladic islands of the Aegean under the direction of Prof. Colin Renfrew, at the later Bronze Age settlement and field-system site of Choenan in South Korea with Hyejin Lee, and in the Durrington Walls and Stonehenge area of the Salisbury Plain with the Sheffield and Bournemouth University teams. At the latter, investigations of the Avenue leading to Stonehenge has suggested that this twin bank and ditch monument may have taken advantage in its sighting of a natural geological rise covered in periglacial stripes in the area immediately downslope of the Heel Stone.

New fieldwork has begun on early Holocene sites in southern Patagonia with Manuel Arroyo-Kalin, Dr Rob Scaife (Southampton) and Chilean colleagues. Team members made a reconnaissance of two Early Holocene cave sites (Chingues and Fell’s Cave) in the Pali Aike National Park of southern Chile. Both sites contain in situ deposits of late glacial/early post-glacial mega-fauna associated with early human activity.

New fieldwork with Prof. Chris Scarre (Durham), Prof. Ian Bailiff (Durham) and Dr Rob Scaife has started on the island of Herm in the Channel Islands (funded by the AHRC and Ogden Trust). Here an early Neolithic landscape with numerous chambered tombs is preserved across the whole northern third of the island, buried by later sand dune systems. Initial augering survey by Charles French, Manuel Arroyo-Kalin, Gary Marriner and Rob Scaife has indicated that a loess-rich, woodland soil existed over a wide area of this island in Mesolithic–Early Neolithic times. A first excavation season this summer has revealed strong evidence of fifth-millennium bc occupation in close proximity to a number of small chambered tombs, suggesting intensive exploitation of this island landscape in the early Neolithic period prior to burial by sand dunes.

Dr Rob Scaife sampling within Chingues Cave, Pali Aike National Park, southern Patagonia, Chile.
Two projects in India are both investigating the rise and fall of Harappan urban sites in northwestern India, in Gujarat with Dr Ajith Prasad (Baroda) and Prof. Marco Madella (Barcelona) (Spanish-government funded) and in Uda Pradesh and Haryana provinces with Dr Cameron Petrie and Prof. Ravindra Singh (Banarbas Hindu University) (British Council/UKIERI funded). Crucial to this is an understanding of the palaeo-river and dune systems of the early to mid-Holocene with respect to the Harappan agricultural landscape. Many of the Harappan sites themselves are now poorly preserved, largely as a result of quarrying for mud-brick manufacture and the encroachment of modern villages, but their direct association with now-filled river channels and reworked dune systems suggests that both climatic, hydrological and human factors may be involved in both the flourishing, demise, erosion and burial of the settlement remains of this society.

A number of geoarchaeology research students gave presentations at the World Archaeological Congress in Dublin last July. This included Heejin Lee on the recognition of wet rice agriculture in South Korea and Federica Sulas on ecological histories in the Aksum region of highland Ethiopia, with Manuel Arroyo-Kalin organizing a session entitled ‘Landscape legacies’ on the interconnection between landscape, ecology and people as well as giving a paper within that session on his geoarchaeological study of dark earths in the Amazon Basin. Heejin Lee also gave a paper to the Archaeological Soil Micromorphology Working Group Meeting in Frankfurt, and Mary Ownby gave a paper on the petrographic analysis of Middle Bronze Age Canaanite Jars from Memphis, Egypt, at the Sheffield Petrography of Archaeological Materials Conference. In addition, the laboratory director gave the keynote address at a conference celebrating the opening of the first archaeological science Masters course in Australia at the Australian National University in Canberra, in February.

A modern farmyard at Chimun, Haryana, cut into the Harappan tell deposits.
George Pitt-Rivers
Bioarchaeology Laboratory

Our laboratory members undertake research into a wide variety of bioarchaeological remains to answer a great range of questions regarding past human societies. The most well known remains are the charred seeds and fruits that form the core of our evidence for foodways. This year, we have been collecting and studying charred food remains from as far afield as Italy (Rachel Ballantyne), Iceland (Dawn Mooney), Russia (Alex Pryor and Lenka Lisa), Siberia (Lindsey Friedman and Jingwei Wu), China (Xinyi Liu), Peru (David Beresford-Jones) and Argentina (Lauren Cadwallader). Flotation methods were applied for the first time to Neolithic sites in Ukraine (by Giedre Motuzaite Matuzeviciute). Here are some of the ways we have been expanding the range of archaeobotanical analysis this year.

Keeping warm
A number of our studies have explored the fuels in use at different times and, in the case of charred wood, have used the fuel fragments themselves to better understand the environments in which those fuels were used.
used. Sean Taylor’s analysis of the tree rings within charcoal from the Dolní Věstonice hearths has revealed the extreme autumns and winters experienced by Palaeolithic mammoth trackers. The fuel situation was quite different in Harappan Gujarat (Carla Lancelotti) and Norse Iceland (Dawn Mooney), where archaeobotany instead elucidates the use of dung and seaweed, respectively, as fuels. Another aspect of thermoregulation is clothing, and we were pleased to welcome Judith Cameron from ANU to further her groundbreaking work on ancient textiles.

**Archaeobotany beyond agriculture**

In addition to investigating farming sites, as noted above in South America and North China, and urban trading foci such as the Port of Rome, we are becoming increasingly interested in fisher-hunter-gatherer communities and their plant diets and ecologies. Lindsey Friedman has continued our programme of flotation at the seal-hunting Neolithic sites on the fringes of Lake Baikal, and Jingwei Wu has examined and identified seeds and fruits recovered from last year’s flotation. The Kostenki project, central Russia, has generated some unique plant assemblages from early northward episodes of modern human movement.

**Primate archaeobotany**

Carla Lancelotti was pleased to work with Caroline Phillips (LCHES) in a pilot study to apply phytolith analysis and other archaeobotanical techniques to primate faeces, which has considerable potential for broadening our understanding of the evolution of foodways.

**STAFF**

Professor Martin Jones (*Laboratory Director*)
Dr Liliana Janik (*Laboratory Manager*)

**Post-doctoral Researchers**
Dr David Beresford-Jones
Dr Alison Blyth

**PhD Research Students**
Rachel Bailantyne
Brigitta Berzsenyi
Carla Lancelotti
Xinyi Liu
Dawn Mooney
Giedre Motuzaite Matuzeviciute

**Affiliated Researchers**
Lauren Cadwallader
Dr Alan Clapham
Lindsey Friedman
Alex Pryor
Anne de Vareilles
Jingwei Wu

Experimental archaeology? Cooking roti on an open-air fireplace, Kanmer (Gujarat, India).
Dr Preston Miracle continued with field research in the Balkans and southern India in 2007–2008. In the Balkans, he returned for a second season of work on faunal assemblages from the site of Vela Spila on Korčula Island (Croatia). This year he focused on Late Mesolithic faunal assemblages characterized by the systematic butchery and consumption of red foxes and small-sized fish — the latter are already represented by over 30,000 bones! In southern India he examined Pleistocene faunal assemblages from the Kurnool District from sites with such prosaic names as ‘Cathedral Cave’ and ‘Charnal House Cave’ excavated by Dr Michael Petraglia’s (LCHES) team. He continued with work on Mousterian faunal assemblages from Vindija and Mujina Cave, Croatia. He continued to work with Dr Dušan Borić on the Leverhulme Research Programme ‘Changing Beliefs of the Human Body’, and results of this research were presented at a symposium that he organized at the Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association in Washington, DC.

Professor Tony Legge (Leverhulme Senior Research Fellow) continued work on the Tell Abu Hureyra project in which the entire identification and measurement data bases from the site are to go on-line. Recent work has concentrated on the less common mammals; in particular the Carnivora and Reptilia. Analysis is complete with regard to the fauna of the Danilo-Pokrovnik project in Croatia, and the first reports are prepared for publication. Elsewhere, at the invitation of Professor Barry Kemp, he worked at Tell el Amarna during the 2008 season where he identified Bovine laminitis in cattle remains. This is caused by feeding cattle a high-carbohydrate diet — a scene represented in tomb and temple art. It is very probable that this is the result of the force-feeding of cattle for sacrifice. There are also curious and rather frequent serious projectile wounds on the bones of domestic pigs — the wounds then being largely healed. This is evidence for faux hunting in which the pigs were pursued as quarry while in enclosures then returned to the sty for recovery.

Dr Ryan Rabett undertook fieldwork in Libya (March–April 2008) as part of the Cyrenaica Prehistory Project (Dir. G. Barker), Malaysia (May 2008) and Vietnam (June–July 2008), where he led the third season of excavations by the Tràng An archaeological project (see p. 37). He is now completing a book entitled *The Great Journey: Early Human Dispersal and the Emergence of Behavioural Modernity* resulting from research funded by the John Templeton Foundation.

Dr Krish Seetah is currently a Research Associate on the Leverhulme-funded project ‘The Spread of the Chariot Across Central and East Asia during the 2nd and 1st millennia BC’. He is currently developing a technique to study patterns of relatedness among horse populations through analysis of the morphology of their teeth. He has also directed a pilot project, funded by the British Academy and McDonald Institute, investigating the colonial archaeology of Mauritius (see p. 33).

We have been very glad to welcome Dr Jen Harland to the laboratory. Jen has been working with James Barrett on the final year of the Medieval Origins of Intensive Sea Fishing Project funded by the Leverhulme Trust.

Our hats are off to Dr David Orton who submitted and defended his PhD dissertation on wild and domestic animal use in the Neolithic...
Central Balkans. He also finished the analysis of the fauna from the Lismore Landscape Project and continued to work on animal bone assemblages from the West Mound excavations directed by Dr Peter Biehl at Çatalhöyük. At the end of August 2008, he took up a post-doctoral position at the State University of New York, Binghamton, where he will be working on a Neolithic (Halaf period) faunal assemblage from southeastern Turkey.

Natalie White has been concentrating on writing up her PhD (AHRC funded). Nevertheless, she also found the time to deliver a paper at the Nottingham ‘Food in Archaeology’ conference on ‘Meat and Mourning in Late Pre-Roman Iron Age Dorchester’. Earlier in the year she analysed a number of samples of animal bone from burial contexts in two Roman period cemeteries from Baldock under the supervision of Krish Seetah.

Patrick Skinner (AHRC funded) completed his second year of research on human–bear interactions during the Pleistocene, with a focus on the Middle and Upper Palaeolithic periods (roughly 60–20 kya) in the Czech Republic. In January 2008 he co-organized (with Rebecca Farbstein) a one-day conference held at the McDonald Institute on OIS-3 in Central Europe. He also presented results of his PhD research at the 6th World Archaeology Conference in Dublin.

Paul Ewonus completed his second year of PhD research (funded by SSHRC, Canada and Cambridge Commonwealth Trust) on prehistoric social landscapes of the southern Strait of Georgia region of the Pacific Northwest Coast. He undertook zooarchaeological lab work at the University of Victoria in Canada, training in archaeogenetics under Dr Mim Bower’s supervision in Cambridge and participated in fieldwork in Orkney, Scotland as part of Dr James Barrett’s dig at the Brough of Deerness Norse settlement. Paul also presented a paper at the 6th World Archaeological Congress, Dublin and gave invited presentations at the Universities of Sheffield and Cambridge.

David Kingle completed his second year of PhD research on changes in human health between the Roman and Saxon periods in England. During the past year he conducted complete skeletal analyses on c. 400 Roman and Saxon period skeletons. In July he helped excavate rich 6th Merovingian burials at Vendeuil-Caply, Picardy France, and presented papers at the 2nd annual Post Roman Early Medieval Archaeological Student Symposium and the Archaeological Institute of America 2007 Annual Meeting.

Recipient of a three-year NERC studentship, Chris Stimpson has completed the second year of research on the bird and bat bones of the Niah Caves, Sarawak, culminating in two and a half months in the field. A major outcome of his research has been the collation of an unparalleled record of the cave-dwelling bat communities of Niah of the last 46,000 years. This record is a powerful tool for characterizing the nature of the local environments around the caves during periods of human occupation and for addressing questions of the presence or persistence of lowland tropical rainforest in northwestern Borneo during the late Pleistocene.

We are very pleased to welcome two new PhD students to the laboratory. Pia Spry-Marques (Cantab. 2005) has come back to Cambridge, after taking an MSc in Zooarchaeology at York, to start a PhD in ZOOarchaeology at York, to start a PhD on Late Pleistocene faunas from the Eastern Adriatic region (particular focus on Vela Spila, Croatia). Jane Sanford completed the MPhil in Archaeological Science in 2008 with a dissertation entitled ‘Resnik: Diet and Status in a Dalmatian Hellenistic Colony’. She is now starting a PhD on the impact of Hellenistic colonization on food practices in Dalmatia.

STAFF
Dr Preston Miracle (Laboratory Director)
Jessica Rippengal (Zooarchaeology and Chief Technician)
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Recipient of a three-year NERC studentship, Chris Stimpson has completed the second year of research on the bird and bat bones of the Niah Caves, Sarawak, culminating in two and a half months in the field. A major outcome of his research has been the collation of an unparalleled record of the cave-dwelling bat communities of Niah of the last 46,000 years. This record is a powerful tool for characterizing the nature of the local environments around the caves during periods of human occupation and for addressing questions of the presence or persistence of lowland tropical rainforest in northwestern Borneo during the late Pleistocene.

We are very pleased to welcome two new PhD students to the laboratory. Pia Spry-Marques (Cantab. 2005) has come back to Cambridge, after taking an MSc in Zooarchaeology at York, to start a PhD on Late Pleistocene faunas from the Eastern Adriatic region (particular focus on Vela Spila, Croatia). Jane Sanford completed the MPhil in Archaeological Science in 2008 with a dissertation entitled ‘Resnik: Diet and Status in a Dalmatian Hellenistic Colony’. She is now starting a PhD on the impact of Hellenistic colonization on food practices in Dalmatia.
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Glyn Daniel Genetics Laboratory

The interface between genetics and archaeology is one of the fastest-changing growth areas in archaeological research. The two principal foci of that research concern evolutionary change in humans and their close relatives, and evolutionary change in the plants and animals they exploit. The current emphasis of the laboratory is in the latter area, with research being conducted into the exploitation in the past of horses, wheat, barley and millet. We work in close collaboration with a range of institutes to examine ancient, historic and contemporary DNA sequences. Each of these projects is closely integrated with conventional zooarchaeology, archaeobotany and isotopic analyses.

Plants

Research on plant genetics includes two important investigations. Firstly, Dr Diane Lister is involved with ‘The Domestication of Europe’ project (funded by the NERC and the Isaac Newton Trust) concerning the genetic analysis of European emmer wheat and barley. The spread of early agriculture can be followed through genetics as well as archaeology. By bringing together these two disciplines we have greatly enhanced our understanding of the early establishment of agriculture in Europe, and of the history and genetic diversity of some of the first plants to be domesticated by man. Both modern European ‘landraces’ (traditional varieties historically associated with a particular locality) and historic specimens were included in this study. Dr Lister’s research on historic specimens has shown the value of historic genetic data in filling in geographical gaps in the distribution of modern landraces and in producing geographical patterns of genetic diversity with greater clarity than can be obtained with modern material. Diane, and PhD student Hugo Oliveira now continue this work, expanding it with case studies from north of the Silk Road, the Iberian peninsula and North Africa.

Secondly, Wellcome Trust fellow Dr Harriet Hunt is researching the genetic diversity of broomcorn millet and its implications for the origins of this pan-Eurasian crop. This forms part of the larger East-West Millet Project within the Institute, led by Martin Jones, and has also been supported by Prof. Chris Howe (Dept. of Biochemistry). Millet has been cultivated for at least 8000 years in China, and was an important crop across temperate Eurasia. Its probable origin in East Asia distinguishes it from other components of the European Neolithic agricultural package that arose in the Near East, and suggests early contact between societies along the routes that later became the Silk Road. Millet can be grown in harsh, semi-arid environments that are otherwise marginal for agriculture. Studying the history, cultivation and evolution of this crop helps in understanding the interaction between early farmers and their environment, and is relevant to predicting human responses to contemporary climate change.

This year we have also continued with numerous sub-projects which focus on different genetic marker systems. For example, we are using microsatellite markers in collaboration with Dr Christian Tobias, US Department of Agriculture, Western Region Research Center and Dr Yong-Jin Park, Konkuk University, Seoul, to analyse the diversity of broomcorn millet landraces from across Eurasia. Another sub-project focuses on waxy or ‘sticky’ starch varieties in cereals, many from the Far East, where they are used in particular dishes. Chinese classical texts provide evidence for both waxy and normal broomcorn millet 2000 years ago. We have used modern reference material, from the collections of the Vavilov Institute, St Petersburg, to uncover an elegant ‘genetic switch’ between sticky and non-sticky starch. This project has been possible through a collaboration with Dr Kay Denyer (John Inner Centre, Norwich).
Animals

Research on human–animal interaction focuses on two major projects. The first, From Chariotry to Equestrian Pastoral Nomadism: the Evolving Role of the Horse in the 2nd and 1st Millennia bc, is a multidisciplinary project (PI - Prof. Graeme Barker) which closely links zooarchaeology, palaeopathology and archaeogenetics to understand the role of the horse in central and east Asia. The core focus of the archaeogenetic aspect of this project, led by Mim Bower, is the use of population genetics, both of living horse populations and of archaeological horse remains, to see if any genetic patterns in our data can be linked to prehistoric horse husbandry. We have travelled throughout central and east Asia collecting hair samples from isolated populations of horses, extracted DNA from these and have sequenced a fragment of the mitochondrial control region.

Fieldwork took our team to Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Georgia, China, Hungary and several locations in the UK. Kyrgyzstan was particularly interesting because we were privileged to be accompanied by Equine Ethnographer, Dr Rebecca Cassidy (University of London), who collected ethnographic data in the form of interviews, photographs and film, on behalf of our adjunct project on the ethnography of horse–human relationships in this region. We welcome Research Assistant, Natalia Vibla (funded by the Isaac Newton Trust) who will be collecting ethnographic data on horse husbandry in order to help us interpret our data. The coming year will focus on data analysis and on the generation of ancient DNA data from archaeological horses from both ritual, burial contexts and from settlement contexts in order to help us date the patterns in our genetic data.

The second project, Genetic Variation in Historic Thoroughbred Horses, explores the genetic history of the thoroughbred horse and the origins of breed development in the seventeenth century. A core focus is to enable the analysis of genetic traits in archaeological materials, both phenotypic, i.e. what an animal looks like, but more importantly, genetic disease associated SNiPs. There are a number of genetic disorders which affect elite thoroughbreds and we are interested in fixing these disorders to a particular generation of horses, by tracing them through past elite thoroughbred lines, using ancient DNA from historic collections. This project has now come to a close and we are preparing a number of publications from the exciting results we have. We have isolated phenotypic trait data from historic animal specimens, by studying a coat colour gene which selects for chestnut or bay coat colour in horses.

The horse projects are funded by the Leverhulme Trust, Horserace Betting Levy Board and the Isaac Newton Trust. Other components of this research are reported on p. 10 (Dr Krish Seetah: biometric morphometrics) and p. 35 (Dr Marsha Levine: zooarchaeology).
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Dr Rebecca Cassidy (Goldsmith’s, University of London) interviewing a group of young Kyrgyz horsemens at the Festival of the Kyrgyz Horse, Barskoon, Kyrgyzstan, November 2007.

Street pony in China.
The Dorothy Garrod Isotope Laboratory

In its fourth year, the laboratory has continued to expand with new additions in the form of PhD students and a project technician. Archaeological projects are as diverse as ever, spanning the full chronological range, including studies of diet, mobility and climate in the Palaeolithic, ethnicity and migration in post-Roman Europe, and diet and animal husbandry in Iron Age Britain, amongst others.

Dr Rhiannon Stevens was recently awarded a Royal Society Dorothy Hodgkin Research Fellowship. Her four-year research project investigates the response of humans to rapid climate change. She is using oxygen, carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis of animal bones and teeth from European Palaeolithic archaeological sequences to reconstruct the local climatic conditions. This will allow us to address archaeological issues such as what local environmental conditions were experienced by early modern humans and how did they adapt to these conditions? Did cultural and technological innovations result from novel problem-solving in the face of climatic and environmental stress?

Dr Susanne Hakenbeck, a JRF at Newnham College, continues her work in the stable isotope lab. Her research focuses on the social changes during the late Roman to early medieval transition on the European continent and in Britain. She is interested in migration and shifting identities in early medieval Bavaria, as reflected in changing burial practices. She is using a multi-disciplinary approach, drawing on mortuary studies, a detailed knowledge of the material culture of the period and on stable isotope analyses of skeletal remains to consider the history and theoretical basis of concepts such as migrations, ethnicity, race, typology and archaeological cultures.

Dr Tamsin O’Connell has continued work on an EU-funded project jointly with the Université di Roma Tor Vergata and the Museo Pigorini in Rome and the Department of Classics in Cambridge. Isotopic analyses were conducted on skeletons from the late Roman Velia cemetery in central Italy, and the results from this project have been submitted for publication. Dr Tamsin O’Connell is now on maternity leave and will be returning to the laboratory in June 2009.

Catherine Kneale, who formerly worked for the Forensic Science Service, has joined the isotope laboratory as a project research technician. She is working on Dr Tamsin O’Connell’s Wellcome Trust funded project entitled ‘Changing Levels of Protein Intake: a Critical Issue for Human Palaeodiets’.

Xinyi Liu is currently writing up his PhD thesis which examines the onset and spread of millet agriculture in China. Emma Lightfoot entered the second year of her AHRC-funded PhD working on post-Roman period in the Balkans, specifically Croatia. Emma’s work aims to elucidate subsistence changes that occur as a result of possible population migrations. Lindsey Friedman and Alex Pryor began their PhD research. Using isotopic techniques Lindsey is investigating dietary changes associated with the Jomon-Yayoi cultural transition in Japan. She is particularly interested in dietary differences between coastal and inland populations. Alex’s research focuses on the human response to climate change. He is using oxygen isotope analyses of animal teeth to investigate whether Upper Palaeolithic sites across northern Europe and western Russia were occupied during cold
or warm periods. He will compare the climatic reconstruction with the archaeological evidence for behavioural adaptations.

This year the laboratory has had numerous visitors who have been working on collaborative isotope projects. Richard Madgwick from the University of Cardiff has been working on animal husbandry in South Uist, Scotland. Michael Dekker from the University of Amsterdam conducted research for his masters thesis. His research focused on investigating seasonal climatic variations during the Pleistocene/Holocene Transition at the site of Pupićina Peć in Croatia through oxygen isotope analysis of red deer teeth.

Three masters and two undergraduate students undertook isotope-based dissertations this year, with projects focusing on dietary reconstruction in Neolithic Jordan, Iron Age Kent and the Mesolithic–Neolithic transition in Croatia, amongst others. Four undergraduate students undertook isotope-based projects, with topics including the identification of slave burials in Cape Verde and climate reconstruction at Banwell Bone Cave (Mendips). Our ongoing collaboration with Tim Clutton-Brock’s Large Animal Research Group in Zoology has resulted in Zoology undergraduate students undertaking ecology-based isotope projects within the lab. Sarah Rothwell isotopically analysed wool from Soay sheep that lived on the Isle of St Kilda in order to assess the influence of nutritional stress on an animal’s isotopic signatures. The findings from these methodological development projects have implications for isotopic investigations within archaeological contexts.
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*Dr Rhiannon Stevens preparing a lock of hair for isotopic analysis.*

*Alex Pryor (far left), Dr Catherine Kneale and Emma Lightfoot working in the laboratory.*
Languages and Origins of Europe
COLIN RENFREW AND PAUL HEGGARTY

This cross-disciplinary project brings to the McDonald Institute a specialist in comparative-historical linguistics, to promote interaction between that discipline and archaeology, in order to combine their independent windows on the past into a more coherent, holistic view of prehistory.

Dr Heggarty’s primary case-study is on the Indo-European language family, particularly its main European branches. He collects new data bases on the dialect continuum structures of Germanic, Romance and Slavic, as potential models for the earlier divergence of Indo-European-speaking populations. From these data his new analysis methods produce quantifications of linguistic divergence, as input to phylogenetic analysis algorithms. Outputs are then compared with those from a range of wider and deeper-time Indo-European language data bases.

In 2008 he has completed work to collect, edit and process our Germanic data (recordings and transcriptions online at www.languagesandpeoples.com/Germanic), presented our quantitative results at a number of venues, and begun writing up our first articles on this. Fieldtrips in 2008 have completed our other major data base, on Romance, now under processing and analysis, and begun a third smaller data base on Slavic. Work is in progress also on a final, separate study on Romance lexis.

This project, and the related archaeology and linguistics in the Andes research (see p. 39 of this report) has resulted in articles in the Cambridge Archaeological Journal in 2007 and 2008, another forthcoming in Current Anthropology and several more to emerge from a string of invited papers at conferences, workshops and seminars across Europe.

Funding is provided through a three-year Leverhulme Trust award.
The Brough of Deerness and the Viking Age Diaspora

James Barrett
McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research

Adam Slater
Cambridge Archaeological Unit

This summer new excavations began at the Brough of Deerness, an enigmatic Viking Age site in Orkney, Scotland. The foundations of c. 30 buildings and a church can be seen on the grass-covered top of this rock stack, despite the fact that it is only 80 m wide and surrounded by 30 m cliffs that drop vertically to the sea. Excavations in the 1970s by Christopher Morris revealed that the chapel had two phases, separated by a layer containing an Anglo-Saxon coin minted between AD 959 and 975. It thus represents one of the earliest known churches in the Scandinavian North Atlantic. However, no excavation of the associated settlement has previously been possible.

This year we conducted a five-week trial excavation to clarify the preservation, chronology and function of the settlement. Two buildings and associated external deposits were investigated by open-area excavation. House 20 proved to be a long-lived domestic dwelling of typically Scandinavian style, probably last used in the eleventh century. House 23, a similar building, was dug into midden deposits of earlier date which contain much animal bone. The buildings and associated finds imply that the site was a long-lived domestic settlement despite its exposed location. It probably served as a chiefly stronghold combining defensive potential with dramatic command of the maritime landscape. Continued excavation will help illuminate the relationship between power and religion during the Scandinavian diaspora of the Viking Age.

The research was supported by the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, the Orkney Islands Council, the Royal Norwegian Embassy (London) and the Royal Norwegian Consulate General (Edinburgh) — with assistance in kind from Historic Scotland, Orkney College, the Orkney Museum and Julie Gibson, the Orkney Islands Archaeologist.
Research Highlights

The Thwing Project

Martin Millett

With support from the McDonald Institute a first phase of fieldwork and excavation on the Iron Age and Roman landscape at Thwing, in the Yorkshire Wolds, was completed in 2008. This examined the evolution of part of a complex ladder settlement, with especial focus on a Roman period house which was the main residence within an enclosure system. Adjacent yard surfaces and the pre-building sequence were also excavated. Deposits from each phase were intensively sampled in order to establish more about the agrarian economy of this High Wolds landscape, often characterized as dependent on pastoralism.

The excavation of the pre-buildings deposits involved cutting a section through the primary Iron Age ditch around which the ladder settlement had evolved. Related features produced a bronze scabbard chape and a fragment of iron blade. Later enclosures cutting across the Iron Age ditch contained rich midden deposits of earlier Roman date, pre-dating the construction of the stone house probably in the third century AD. Initial assessment of the material from these Iron Age and earlier Roman deposits strongly indicates a mixed farming economy rather than one focused on specialist pastoralism.

The Roman house was a finely built and substantial construction, initially rectangular in plan. It survived remarkably well with in situ rubble protecting the floor levels so that architectural details — including door ways — were preserved. Subsidence at the front necessitated its remodelling, with the main eastern wall being moved back to create a ‘winged-corridor’ plan. The interior was divided into three rooms, a main central hall, with smaller rooms accessed from it at either end of the building. The larger, at the south, was apparently a reception room. Later remodelling of the frontage resulted in further narrowing of the main rooms. In this phase the south room was decorated with painted wall plaster and was heated by a fireplace with a chimney stack — and a decorated chimney pot which was recovered from the destruction rubble. In the final phase the pavilion rooms on the front of the building were demolished with that to the south covered by a midden rich in sea-food remains. Probably at this stage an iron-smelting furnace was constructed within the building, close to the door into the southern room (which was apparently still in use). Preliminary analysis suggests that both ore and fuel were brought from distant low-lying areas (probably the Vale of Pickering) for the smelt.

Overall, the evidence from the excavation provides a wealth of new material for understanding the nature of the rural landscape in this remote area of the Roman Empire. Equally, it provides key evidence to challenge a series of assumptions about the use of Roman buildings.

The fieldwork was funded by grants from: University of Cambridge Faculty of Classics, the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, the Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies and the Roman Research Trust, to all of whom we are extremely grateful.

Overall photo of the Thwing excavation 2008 with the iron-smelting furnace in the foreground.
Access Cambridge Archaeology
Carenza Lewis

During 2007–2008 Access Cambridge Archaeology (ACA), directed by Dr Carenza Lewis working with Catherine Ranson (CAU/ACA), Dan Aukett (ACA) and Jessica Rippongel (Department of Archaeology) supported by Mary Owney (MPhil, Cambridge), Mary Chester-Cadwell (MPhil, Cambridge) and Nisha Doshi (BA, Cambridge) expanded its activities, enabling more than 1000 members of the public to engage directly with archaeological research and many more to hear about these experiences second-hand through lectures, local media reports and by word of mouth. Nearly 400 GCSE pupils from disadvantaged and/or non-university-educated backgrounds each spent two days on ACA’s established Higher Education Field Academy (HEFA) programme, excavating one of several 1 m square test pits sited within one of twelve rural settlements, before spending a third day in the University of Cambridge analysing their discoveries and getting a taste of life and learning at university. Three new ACA initiatives (community excavation; test-pit digging for autistic adults; and an ‘advanced’ HEFA course involving a four-day residential programme of landscape archaeology and excavation) and an undergraduate training weekend brought the total number of test pits excavated this year to 159. Altogether since 2005, more than 400 test pits in 21 different currently occupied rural settlements (CORS) (also including associated settlement components such as outlying hamlets and farms) have now been excavated by members of the public under ACA supervision. In the past, CORS have been neglected by archaeologists in favour of deserted sites, and the HEFA test-pitting approach has proved particularly valuable in occupied sites where larger excavations are prevented by the presence of existing settlement, especially in the period between c. AD 850–1600 when documentary and cartographic data are of limited use. The results have demonstrated the potential contribution of the recovered data, both for managing the archaeological resource and for advancing knowledge and understanding of the development of the rural landscape.

Regarding management of the archaeological resource within CORS, it is significant that in all settlements, the HEFA test-pitting has produced new evidence for medieval activity, and in most cases evidence for earlier activity has also been recovered. Dozens of locations are now known to have been exploited or occupied much earlier (or, in some cases, much later) than has previously been demonstrated. The test pitting has shown that the survival of intact pre-modern deposits is much more extensive within CORS than has previously been suspected (mostly based on conventional archaeological surveillance of development within occupied settlements): around 25% of HEFA pits revealed undisturbed deposits pre-dating AD 1600.

Detailed evaluation of the test-pit data is still at an early stage in 2008, but it is already clear that the HEFA test-pitting strategy is able to identify chronological and geographical variations in the intensity of activity within areas of CORS. Phased plans showing the spatial development of settlements over time are produced at the end of each phase of investigation, and in a significant number of sites this can be seen to be very different to that which would have been inferred from conventional retrogressive plan analysis and/or earthwork survey. It is becoming clear that the dynamism and volatility of rural settlement in the medieval period may have been greater than has previously been thought.
Research Highlights

Archaeology of Occupation
Gilly Carr

Dr Gilly Carr is currently spearheading an entirely new area within Conflict Archaeology, namely, an ‘Archaeology of Occupation.’ This is based on her fieldwork in the Channel Islands, where she has been examining the archaeology of the German occupation of WWII. This approach takes several avenues of enquiry, including an examination of the changing attitudes towards the landscape of occupation (including the German bunkers and the sites of forced worker camps); the materiality of occupation (including trench art and make-do-and-mend items made by islanders, slave workers, the deported, and German soldiers) and what these tell us about the experience of being occupied; and an examination of the memorialization of the occupation and the heritage industry it has generated.

Gilly has also been working with people from the Channel Islands who were deported to civilian internment camps in Germany in WWII. She has been examining the artefacts and artwork made during this period of internment, which came from recycled Red Cross parcel contents. Her research in this field will be the subject of two museum exhibitions in Jersey and Guernsey in 2009 and 2010.

Identity and Conflict: Cultural Heritage and the Re-construction of Identities after Conflict
Marie Louise Stig Sørensen

Recent conflicts in Europe, as well as abroad, have highlighted the deliberate destruction of heritage as a means of inflicting pain. The processes involved and thus the long-term consequences are, however, poorly understood. Heritage reconstruction is not merely a matter of design and resources — at stake is the re-visioning and reconstruction of people’s identities! This project aims to investigate the ways the destruction and subsequent selective reconstruction of the cultural heritage impact identity formation. The project seeks to illuminate both the empirical and theoretical relationship between cultural heritage, conflict and identity. In particular, it will examine how destruction as well as reconstruction affect notions of belonging and identities at different scales ranging from the individual to the pan-national.

The European Union has awarded a four-year grant to investigate five European case studies (Spain, France, Germany, Cyprus and Bosnia) which will provide historical depth, variation, and different trajectories, while the shared methodologies and axes of investigation will ensure comparative measures are reached. The international, interdisciplinary project will be directed from the University of Cambridge (PI Dr M.L.S. Sørensen, post-doc D. Viejo-Rose).

The following questions will be addressed:
• What conditions and ideologies inspire the deliberate destruction of cultural heritage?
• What are the consequences at local, national and regional levels of this destruction, and what measures can be developed to better inform reconstruction processes?

Shell case engraved by Guernsey internee, Byll Balcombe, in Biberach camp, 1945.

Rebuilding of the Ferhadija Mosque in Banja Luka, northwestern Bosnia.

The project is funded by the British Academy and the McDonald Institute.
Moravian Gate

We have been exploring foodways and ecology in the renowned Upper Palaeolithic sites around the Moravian Gate in the Czech Republic, bringing together archaeobotany, zooarchaeology and isotopic studies, in the context of a renewed examination of the loess stratigraphy in which they are embedded. While the sampling programmes at Dolní Věstonice and Predmošťi have been completed in previous seasons, we had the opportunity this summer to join Russian and American colleagues at the contemporary sites at Kostenki, from which this year we have taken samples for archaeobotanical and isotopic study.

Novel scientific approaches to sedimentary sequences, the animal bones and the charcoal have all provided significant precise insights into the central question of seasonality of these harsh climate occupations, with direct evidence of the intensity of summer and winter seasons in the period when modern humans were expanded northwards across the globe.

The loess stratigraphy is funded by the European Commission (Marie Curie), isotopic palaeoclimate studies are funded by a Royal Society fellowship and excavation and sample collection is funded by the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research.

Masters student, Sean Taylor, gaining precise measurements of late season ring growth from Dolní Věstonice charcoal.

PhD student, Clea Paine, explaining her analysis of seasonality patterns from Dolní Věstonice micromorph slides.
Palaeolithic Occupation of the Danube Gorges and its Hinterlands

Dušan Boric

It has been suggested for some time now that one of the important routes for the spread of Anatomically Modern Humans into Europe from southwest Asia was the Danube River basin. Yet, apart from several hinterland cave sites presently known in the central and northern Balkans there have been no known Palaeolithic sites on the Danube banks. In 2004 a collaborative initiative between the Departments of Archaeology of the University of Cambridge, UK and Belgrade University, Serbia, discovered a cave site in the Danube Gorges karst region, with Pleistocene levels immediately below a thin layer of Holocene topsoil. Further investigation of this cave, known as Tabula Traiana, in 2005 established that it was inhabited in the early phases of the Upper Palaeolithic relating to the Oxygen Isotope Stage 3 and the early Aurignacian culture.

In 2008 we gathered palaeoenvironmental data relating to the Last Glacial. Micromorphological and palynological samples were taken by Charles French (Department of Archaeology in Cambridge). In the course of excavations, the Upper Palaeolithic occupation was confirmed by a diagnostic Aurignacian retouched lamelle. Below this level, and especially at the entrance area of the cave, a concentration of Middle Palaeolithic finds were discovered, dominated by quartz implements and typical Levallois flakes made of poor-quality chert. These finds suggest that the cave might have been occupied by Neanderthal populations as well. Currently, this is one of few Palaeolithic sites in Serbia and the only Palaeolithic site in the region of the Danube Gorges and its immediate hinterlands.

Funding for this project was received from the National Science Foundation (High Risk Research in Archaeology Award BCS-0442096), the British Academy (Small Grant 40967) and the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research.
Bova Marina

John E. Robb

The Bova Marina Archaeological Project continued the excavation of a Final Bronze Age house at the site of Sant’Aniceto in July 2008.

This year’s excavation provided absolute dates of around 1000 BC (calibrated) for the Bronze Age occupation and verified the excellent preservation of the deposits, which we hope to expose in an area excavation as an investigation of the Bronze Age household in future work. Interestingly, Sant’Aniceto also yielded evidence of buried medieval features accompanying the small medieval chapel still standing on the site; one area excavated probably consisted of a small, inaccessibly located monastic cell with frescoed walls.

In June 2008 we pursued the question of underwater geology. It followed up findings in 2005 that the coastline of Bova Marina has been subsiding significantly and that evidence of prehistoric coastline use up to the Bronze or Iron Age may now be deeply submerged. This year, geological dive teams conducted underwater reconnaissance, recovering samples of sediments for analysis and dating, and surface teams used side-scan sonar to construct a detailed topographic map of the sea floor which will be analysed for features such as tectonic faulting. Preliminary results indicate a geologically active sea floor with consequent effects upon coastline use through the ages.

The excavation was led by John Robb (Cambridge), Meredith Chesson (Notre Dame) and David Yoon (American Numismatic Society), with support from the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research and Notre Dame University; participants also came from Boston University, Indiana University, and McMaster University. Work on the underwater geology was a collaboration between John Robb, Eduard Reinhardt and Joe Boyce of McMaster University, and Helen Farr (McDonald Institute), with funding from the AHRC and collaboration of Dr Fabio Filianoti of the University of Reggio Calabria.
The Portus Project is a three-year field investigation into the character and development of Portus, the principal port of imperial Rome for key foodstuffs, marble, glass and metalwork. The second season of fieldwork in 2008 has seen major open-area excavation directed by Prof. Simon Keay and Dr Graeme Earl (both University of Southampton), and field survey on the Isola Sacra directed by Prof. Martin Millett (University of Cambridge). Archaeobotanical investigations are coordinated by Prof. Martin Jones, Ms Rachel Ballantyne (both George Pitt-Rivers Lab) and Dr Evi Margaritis (American School at Athens).

A wide range of scientific techniques are being integrated to address both the use and disuse of the Claudian and Trajanic harbours. This season, deep coring of harbour sediments in collaboration with Dr Jean-Philippe Goiran and Mr Ferréol Salomon (both CNRS, Lyon) has transformed our understanding of the ancient harbours’ environments. Evidence for past activities in harbour-side areas and buildings has also been recovered by flotation sieving of bulk samples from excavated deposits. Finally, deep structural features with waterlogging have been targeted for their timbers and for biological evidence of past use. Dendrochronological samples collected by Prof. Sturt Manning and Dr Thomasz Wazny (both Cornell University) will further contribute to a regional tree-ring sequence by the Wiener Laboratory for Aegean and Near Eastern Dendrochronology.

The project is funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council and the Soprintendenza di Beni Archeologici di Ostia. Further support has been provided by the British School at Rome, and by the Universities of Southampton and Cambridge.
2008 saw the third and final season of excavations at Keros in the Cyclades. Excavations in 2006 and 2007 had concentrated mainly at the site of Kavos, where a special deposit of broken choice material has been systematically excavated. 2008 saw the completion of that excavation and the project move into the study phase. The material includes figurines, vessels and other objects made of marble, all broken prior to deposition and most likely broken elsewhere and brought to Kavos for deposition. The lack of joining fragments shows that only a part of the broken material was deposited here, while ongoing studies of the pottery and other material shows that material was brought from multiple sources for deposition here.

In 2008 work concentrated on the settlement site of Dhaskalio Kavos, located on an islet opposite the special deposit. Excavation began here in 2007 but in 2008 we excavated a large area in 25 trenches, revealing a substantial building 16 metres long and 4 metres wide, the largest from this period in the Cyclades, within which was discovered the ‘Dhaskalio hoard’ comprising a chisel, an axe-adze and a shaft-hole axe of copper or bronze. In addition to excavation, survey of the islet showed that most of its surface — a total of 7000 m² — was occupied during the Early Bronze Age, making this the largest site in the Cyclades.

Specialist studies for the geomorphology, geology, petrology, ceramic petrology, metallurgy and environmental aspects (botanical and faunal remains, phytoliths) are in progress. No more fieldwork is planned prior to final publication of the 2006 to 2008 seasons.

The Cambridge Keros Project is supported by Institute for Aegean Prehistory, the Balzan Foundation, the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, the British Academy, the Society of Antiquaries of London, and the British School at Athens. The work of Dr Boyd, the Niarchos Research Fellow, is funded by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation.
**Kilise Tepe, Turkey**

NICHOLAS POSTGATE

In July and August of 2008 the Kilise Tepe project continued its three-pronged exploration of how a provincial centre responded to the global events of the end of the Bronze Age and beginning of the Iron Age.

From the time of the Hittite Empire, excavation of ‘Level III’ was extended, giving us a block of four large rooms and recovering a corpus of ceramics and environmental evidence from the Hittite empire period. An ivory stamp seal from the floor of the main reception room, which surfaced in the flotation tank, bears an official’s name in hieroglyphs and is further confirmation that this was a public building.

Near the end of the Late Bronze Age it was flattened and replaced by the ‘Stele Building’. This was on a totally different alignment but may have served the same purpose. Further evidence for its cultic and storage functions came from Room 2 which had a large pottery bathtub at the west end, and most of a single sheep buried under the floor at the other end. The Stele Building was destroyed around 1170 and for the centuries which followed we turn to our Iron Age sounding south of the church (K14).

Perhaps the most surprising result of the season was a double ring of concentric post-holes just above Bronze Age walls at the base of the sounding: this looks as though it belonged to a structure 8 m in diameter, and may fit into the pattern of ‘post-palatial’ architecture observable from Greece to Gordion.

Our work at Kilise Tepe is sponsored by the British Institute at Ankara, as part of its strategic research on the settlement history of Anatolia, and we are much indebted to them for their support in Ankara and London. This season’s fieldwork was funded by the Isaac Newton Trust and the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, the HASS Faculty in Newcastle, the Institute for Aegean Prehistory, and the National Geographic Society (for the bioarchaeological research).

**Rock Art in Northern Russia**

LILIANA JANIK

In a rapidly changing environment, such as that in the Vyg River, Karelia, northern Russia where periodically water from the nearby hydroelectric power station is released with great force, covering rock art with water and drowning the vegetation, it is essential to follow changes and alterations in the ecosystem of which rock carvings are part. This research project recorded newly discovered rock carvings and the floral composition of the plant communities growing on and around the rocks. This work produced a data set for further research and will serve as a benchmark for future assessments of rock-art weathering and destruction. In conjunction with British Academy Funding, the elevation of each art site was also established, allowing us to date all White Sea carvings on the basis of isostatic movements.

The project is funded by the British Academy and the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research.

In conjunction with British Academy Funding, the elevation of each art site was also established, allowing us to date all White Sea carvings on the basis of isostatic movements.

Ivory stamp seal.
Excavations at Tell Brak, Northeast Syria

Excavations at Tell Brak during March–May of 2008 concentrated on the mid-Late Chalcolithic Period (c. 4300–3600 BC). This is the period of Brak’s initial urban expansion and of key changes in cross-regional social and economic organization.

During the past two years, we have exposed an industrial area at the north edge of the main mound with early fourth-millennium BC evidence for production of ceramics, obsidian and flint tools and decorative objects. As we reach levels of the later fifth millennium BC, we have exposed a less-intensive use of this area, allowing us to reconstruct details of the city’s growth. As well as expanding outwards, the city’s internal structure became more dense, and the range of industrial activities expanded. This has implications for reconstructions of household economic dynamics, among other aspects of urbanization.

We also invested considerable effort into a sub-mound that marks Brak’s northern limits (Tell Majnuna). In 2006, modern construction revealed part of a mass grave there, and we have spent parts of the past two seasons in exploring this complex deposit. We now know that the sub-mound holds at least three mass graves of slightly different dates within c. 3800–3600 BC. These mass graves contain from twelve to several hundred young adults, who had died simultaneously elsewhere as the result of conflict. Each mass grave was followed by dense deposits of industrial rubbish, including quantities of ceramics and hundreds of clay container sealings. The placement of these graves at the edge of the expanding city has implications for the conscious creation of an urbanized landscape, while the evidence of repeated violent conflict adds colour to our picture of the social stresses that accompanied urbanization.

Funding for the 2008 excavation came from the British Institute for the Study of Iraq, the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research and the University of Cambridge.
The Cyrenaica Prehistory Project, Libya

GRAEME BARKER

The 1950s excavations by Charles McBurney in the great Haua Fteah cave, situated on the northern shore of the Gebel Akhdar (‘Green Mountain’) in northeast Libya, revealed a deep (14 m) sequence of human occupation from the Graeco-Roman to Middle Palaeolithic periods. As a result, it is commonly recognized as the most important prehistoric site in North Africa. Occupation in the cave may well go back 200,000 years. In 2007 a renewed programme of archaeological and geomorphological investigation began, directed by Graeme Barker, with the objective of improving understanding of the cave’s occupation sequence and, combined with fieldwork in the landscape, of the history of landscape change and human responses to it.

In the second (2008) season of fieldwork we removed the McBurney backfill to a total depth of 7.5 m below the present ground surface, the depth at which two human mandibles were found in the 1950s excavations. Reconnaissance at the Hagfet ed-Dabba established that the sediments associated with the Upper Palaeolithic ‘Dabban’ industry were more or less entirely removed by the McBurney excavation. Exploratory excavations in the Hagfet al-Gama, a coastal cave west of the Haua Fteah, found evidence of Mesolithic, Neolithic and Hellenistic occupation. The geomorphological fieldwork identified rich sequences of later Quaternary deposits (marine, colluvial, alluvial, aeolian) with the potential to provide significant results regarding the history of climate and environment in the region. Archaeological survey around the Haua Fteah indicates that the variability of the surface lithic evidence appears to reflect real differences in past human behaviour and use of the landscape and not just post-depositional taphonomic processes. The initial results from the study of botanical remains, both macroscopic and microscopic, obtained in the 2007 season at the Haua Fteah confirm the potential of the site to yield a rich suite of materials to inform on climatic and environmental change, and on human activities in the cave. Fifty years after the extraordinary pioneering work of McBurney and his colleagues, the new work is demonstrating the continued potential of the Haua Fteah’s unique occupation sequence and the multi-period ‘human landscapes’ around it to transform understanding of early human societies in North Africa.

The 2008 fieldwork was funded by the Society for Libyan Studies and the Leakey Foundation, and the project is also grateful to the NERC/AHRC ORADS committee for funding to date a suite of radiocarbon samples at the Oxford Radiocarbon Laboratory.
Middle Stone Age of the Lesotho Highlands
Brian A. Stewart

This project builds on the pioneering 1970s work of former Cambridge archaeologist, Pat Carter. Highland Lesotho is home to a dense concentration of Middle Stone Age (MSA) occupation evidence in the form of both rockshelter deposits and open-air stone tool scatters. This inland, high-altitude research location provides a significant counterpoint to sites along the Cape coasts, towards which a heavy geographical research bias exists. The principle project aim is to use lithic assemblages at key excavated sequences to chronologically diagnose open-air scatters and so map changing landscape use through the latter half of the Upper Pleistocene. Integrating these data with those documenting palaeoenvironmental and subsistence changes, we can hopefully begin to understand how fluctuations in human settlement choices reflect responses to changing environmental, economical and perhaps social stimuli.

The first phase involves excavations at two large rockshelters, Melikane and Sehonghong, to be followed by surveys focused on the deeply incised valleys surrounding each. The first field season (in July and August 2008) saw a 2 x 3 metre trench opened at Melikane, a large shelter situated a few hundred metres above the valley floor on the south side of the Melikane River, a tributary of the Senqu (Orange). The shelter is one of thousands scoured into a thick layer of sandstone that outcrops extensively throughout the Maloti-Drakensberg Mountains, the so-called Clarens Formation. For tens of thousands of years these overhangs sheltered hunter-gatherers, the porous sandstone walls forming ideal surfaces on which to paint (Melikane itself is particularly famous for its ethnographically informed Bushman rock paintings).

Recently yielding Lesotho's oldest radiometric (OSL) date (80 kya), Melikane contains a well-stratified cultural sequence extending from the historical period to likely 100 kya+. An immensely rich MSA lithic inventory was recovered.

Samples were taken on which to perform charcoal, phytolith and isotopic analyses for palaeoenvironmental reconstruction. The MSA component consists of episodic occupation levels spanning Marine Isotope Stages 4 and 3, both key phases in the evolution of behavioural modernity, and includes important MSA II, Howieson's Poort, MSA III and Middle to Later Stone Age transitional industries. The site thus holds unique potential for shedding light on how some of the world's earliest cognitively modern humans adapted their technologies and societies to ecological habitats distinct from those known ethnographically in sub-Saharan Africa, such as the Kalahari Desert. Analyses in this direction are now underway.

The project is funded by the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research and the British Academy.
Research Highlights

A Bridge to Canaan
Bettina Bader

Bettina Bader’s research focuses on ancient Egypt. The project analyses archaeological finds within a settlement of the Late Middle Kingdom (c. 1800–1700 BC) in the northeastern Nile Delta. Modern Tell el-Dabca lies at the site of ancient Avaris that was to become the capital of the 15th Dynasty. The settlement was inhabited by non-Egyptian people and thus affords the chance to study an element of non-Egyptian population within an Egyptian context. Tombs show that Egyptian as well as Levantine/Middle Bronze Age traditions were intertwined, but the finds in the settlement do not reflect this situation. The bulk of the material culture follows Egyptian traditions. Amphorae and jugs highlight trade relations in the ancient Mediterranean, but cannot be used to indicate the place of origin of the non-Egyptian inhabitants of Avaris. However, vessels like dishes and bowls, also locally imitated, may soon provide a clearer idea of the origin of the settlers, because open vessels are not thought to be normal trading commodities.

Funding for the project is provided by the European Commission by means of the Marie Curie Actions Programme that awarded an Intra-European Fellowship.

The Ancient City of Amarna
Barry Kemp

Over the last year the investigation of Akhenaten’s city pursued a broad programme of excavation, survey and on-site study. At a large cemetery for the ordinary people excavation added to the picture of short, hard lives and injuries, probably exacerbated by an epidemic that is recorded in Hittite documents as originating in Egypt. It also added to the evidence for how people reacted to the new religion when facing the need to arrange burials. Amongst the finds were the remains of a coffin for a woman, named Maiai, painted with texts and scenes.

With support from the Cambridge Templeton Consortium an investigation into the religious landscape of Amarna has led to preparation of material that will launch the Amarna Virtual Museum (being developed in conjunction with the University of Arkansas). The study of ancient technology has also been part of the regular Amarna programme. Current research has centred on the experimental re-melting of metals and production of faience using replicas of excavated kilns.

The Amarna Project is funded by a range of sources channeled through the Amarna Trust, a charity registered in the UK. Web sites are www.amarnaproject.com and www.amarnatrust.com.

View of ancient Avaris under modern cultivation.

The South Tombs cemetery, Amarna, Spring 2008.
Suakin Project: Archaeological Study and Conservation at a Port on the Red Sea, Sudan

Laurence Smith and Michael Mallinson

Suakin was the main port for Sudan from the later fifteenth to early twentieth century, with trade contacts extending to South and East Asia. The Project is carried out under the Sudanese National Corporation for Antiquities and Museums and the Red Sea State, including personnel from the Universities of Cambridge, Ulster, London (SOAS) and Khartoum and Headland Archaeology. Work continued on several sites in 2007. Near the Beit el Basha a trench, 6 m x 4 m, was excavated to the water table establishing, for the first time, that occupation in the centre of the town island was continuous to 3.1 m depth, and may extend back to the eighth century AD. An area in the southeastern quarter of the Beit Khorshid Effendi was cleared, revealing new rooms and features absent from the published plan of the building. Three trenches were opened in the centre of the Shafa’i Mosque courtyard. These revealed a sequence of strata, and a pier and column base from an earlier structure.

Other activities comprised artefact conservation, involving the continued monitoring of objects stored from previous seasons and the dismantling and storage of two roshans (oriel windows) in the Governor’s Residence. Preliminary surveys were undertaken: one to examine the start of routes from Suakin through the Red Sea Hills, and the other to confirm the presence of remains in the Classical style around Aqiq, south of Suakin. On 1–2 December a conference was held by the Governor of the Red Sea, organized by Michael Mallinson, on the restoration and redevelopment of Suakin in order to provide employment, establish a University of the Red Sea Humanities Department and create two museums, two mosques and an eco-hotel. A Sudanese company has been set up to carry out these works, beginning in October 2008. The Conference was attended by members of the EC Development Agency, DFID, World Bank, UNESCO, the British Ambassador’s Office, and Prof. Barker of the McDonald Institute, together with many local Suakin people.

The project is grateful for funding and support from the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, the Red Sea State and the Ministry of Culture Youth and Sport, Sudan.

Plan of Beit Khorshid Effendi with updated plan of southeastern rooms shown in inset. (M. Mallinson, after J.-P. Greenlaw and J.S. Phillips.) Above: View of Suakin Island town.
Sesebi, North Sudan

Kate Spence and Pamela Rose visited the ancient Egyptian colonial town at Sesebi, northern Sudan to undertake a reconnaissance in advance of proposed survey and trial excavation in 2009. The town was built around 1350 BC under king Akhenaten and contains the remains of two large stone temples as well as massive storage facilities, a residential area and an extra-mural cemetery. The site was excavated in 1936–8 by the Egypt Exploration Society but was only ever published in preliminary reports. Many questions remain about the history of the site, its purpose, its relationship to the landscape and earlier human activity in the region, the identity of its inhabitants and their lifestyles. As the site is contemporary with Akhenaten’s residence city at Amarna it also offers opportunities to compare in detail the material culture of a colonial outpost with that of a political centre of the mid-fourteenth century BC.

Our initial survey suggests that the site probably served as a base for gold extraction, an activity of immense importance to the Egyptian state. We found numerous striated hard-stone grindstones on the surface of the site that are closely comparable with those found in contemporary gold-mining sites in the Eastern Desert in Egypt, while some areas of the site also have very significant deposits of crushed quartz, a common by-product of gold extraction. Pitting along a wadi north of the site may suggest dry panning of deposits and there may also have been mining activity in the mountains to the north.

The 2008 fieldwork at Sesebi was funded by the British Academy. We would like to thank the National Corporation for Antiquities and Museums for permission to visit the site.
Research Highlights

Mauritius

Krish Seetah

Modern Mauritius has its naissance in 1721 when a group of French colonists named it Île-de-France. Its strategic position made it the focus of successive waves of colonizing powers all of whom left their material markers. However, there has been very limited examination based on systematic methods-driven archaeology addressing the island’s role as a colonial enclave, a trading post between the Spice Islands and Europe and a long-term colony with European, African and Indo-Chinese influence. As a volcanic island lacking any indigenous population it also presents an exceptional opportunity to establish baseline data detailing specific environmental/landscape conditions.

To initiate systematic archaeological studies, a pilot project was undertaken. The first season of excavation focused on a small site to the north of the island in Mont Choisy. A near-pristine site was identified within a region that is undergoing extensive development. The archaeo-historic results from the ongoing work will be integrated with current research on ethnicity and nation building, the longer-term socio-political and economic implications of imperialism and the environmental consequences of colonialism.

The pilot project is funded by the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research and the British Academy.

The Material Engagement Project

Lambros Malafouris

The cognitive life of things and the causal efficacy of material culture in the long-term development of human intelligence has been the main underlying theme of the Material Engagement project. Funded by the Balzan prize awarded to Professor Colin Renfrew in 2004, the project employed Dr Lambros Malafouris as Research Associate in Cognitive Archaeology. The project has been focused on the development of Material Engagement Theory (MET) and the research field of ‘neuroarchaeology’. The project bridges perspectives from archaeology, philosophy, anthropology and neuroscience. Two international interdisciplinary symposia were organized at the McDonald Institute: The Cognitive Life of Things: Recasting the Boundaries of the Mind and The Sapient Mind: Archaeology Meets Neuroscience.

Colin Renfrew and Lambros Malafouris would like to thank the Balzan Foundation for their financial support. Many thanks also to the British Academy and the Guarantors of Brain for sponsoring the Sapient Mind symposium. Lambros Malafouris would like also to acknowledge the support of the ‘European Platform for Life Sciences, Mind Sciences, and the Humanities’ (Volkswagen Stiftung).

‘Sapient Mind’ symposium participants.
Looking for Lost Rivers in Northwest India
CAMERON A. PETRIE AND RAVINDRA SINGH

South Asia’s great Bronze Age urban society, known as the Indus or Harappan Civilization, flourished in the third and second millennium BC, and engaged in long-range trade both within the subcontinent and with regions in Central Asia, Iran, the Persian Gulf and Mesopotamia. However, by the middle of the second millennium BC, all of the great urban centres had declined or been abandoned.

Scholars have long known that major palaeochannels stretch across the plains of northwest India and into Pakistan. These relic watercourses have caused much debate and speculation because they are often believed to be the traces of a substantial glacier-fed river (or rivers) that once flowed parallel to the mighty Indus. The existence of a major river is seemingly confirmed by large numbers of proto-historic archaeological sites along these relic watercourses, in areas that lack perennial water today. This has led to the proposition that this river was instrumental in supporting some of the major sites of the Harappan Civilization, and that its drying was one of the critical factors in the abandonment of sites and the ultimate collapse of the Harappan urban system. The specific reasons behind the disappearance of the river are unclear, but the prevailing opinion is that it was a result of a combination of tectonic activity and river capture, with both the Yamuna and the Sutlej Rivers shifting course. The shift of the Kosi River, a tributary of the Ganges, in August 2008 as a result of monsoon rains shows that such shifts are still occurring today.

Despite extensive debate, we have no precise dates for when the palaeochannels last carried perennial water, and to understand the geographical context and the human settlement systems of this region, it is essential to establish the chronological and temporal relationships between archaeological settlements and their geographical and landscape contexts. Thus, a multidisciplinary collaborative team (consisting of researchers from Banaras Hindu University, the University of Cambridge, the University of Oxford, Imperial College London, the Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, and the Uttar Pradesh State Archaeology Department) carried out a reconnaissance of a number of Harappan and later period sites in western Uttar Pradesh (UP) and Haryana in April 2008. Members of this team from Banaras Hindu University began excavations at the site of Alamgirpur in western UP in May 2008. Fieldwork will continue in April 2009.

This project is primarily funded by a research project grant from the UK India Education Research Initiative (UKIERI), and additional support has been provided by the Isaac Newton Trust, the British Academy (Stein Arnold Fund) and the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research.

Alamgirpur from the south, with large mounds of dung cakes visible over most of the surface, wrapped in sugar cane leaves for protection during the monsoon.
From Chariotry to Equestrian Pastoral Nomadism: the Changing Role of the Horse in Central and East Asia in the Second and First Millenia BC

Marshá Levine

Although it appears that the chariot spread eastwards from the South Urals to China between around 2000 BC and 1250 BC, very little else is known about the routes taken, the distribution of domestic horses or the role they played in human society. Although many first-millennium BC sites, especially burials, have been excavated, the development of riding and husbandry during this period is not well known. The geographical region in question is enormous and the resources available to archaeologists, and especially archaeozoologists, have been inadequate.

For these reasons Dr Levine’s research has two primary objectives. The first has been discussion and collaboration with local scholars to obtain a clearer picture of the current understanding of the domestic horse on the central Asian steppe and in China. The second has been to carry out analyses of selected horse bone assemblages in order to obtain a more detailed understanding of available material.

During the 2007–8 academic year, Dr Levine continued fieldwork in Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, China and the UK.

This project has been funded by the Leverhulme Trust, the Isaac Newton Trust and the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research. Other components of the research are reported on p. 10 (Dr Krish Seetah: biometric morphometrics) and p. 13 (Dr Mim Bower: archaeogenetics).

Kyrgyzstan horses grazing near Lake Issyk Kul, along one branch of the ancient Silk Road.
East–West Millet Project

Martin Jones

Genetics, archaeobotany and isotopic analyses are brought together to understand perhaps the earliest contacts between East and West Eurasian farmers, as reflected by the evidence for broomcorn millet. This year, we made excellent progress in genetic studies on germplasm from across the regions, exploring a range of informative sequences. We gathered and analysed millet assemblages from North China and Ukraine, and completed whole food web isotopic studies of human and animal bones from archaeological sites in North China.

We explored the interconnecting route between east and west farming areas, around an international workshop held at Jiunquan in Gansu province, and involving a large-scale survey of sites and environments between Central and Northwest China, informing future fieldwork possibilities.

The north foothills of Tianshan in the centre of Asia: farmed since the Neolithic and still growing land-races of broomcorn millet.

The project is funded by the Leverhulme Trust and Wellcome Trust (archaeogenetics), Dorothy Hogkin (NERC) and Gates Trust studentships (archaeobotany and isotope studies), and RCUK China Office (international workshop).
The Tràng An Archaeological Project, Vietnam

RYAN RABETT

Tràng An is a cultural and ecological park development covering 2500 hectares and centred on an isolated massif on the southern edge of the Red River delta, northern Vietnam. The Tràng An Archaeological Project (TAAP) is investigating the early human settlement of this karstic landscape with particular reference to how communities adapted to ecological changes at the end of the Pleistocene. The project is headed jointly by the McDonald Institute and the Xuan Truong Construction Corporation, backed by the Ninh Binh People’s Committee and the Vietnamese Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and is envisaged to run for five years.

Excavation began at Hang Boi, a cave northwest of Tràng An, in May 2007, and quickly revealed a largely undisturbed series of cultural horizons dating from at least 12,300 cal. bP — the base of these deposits has not yet been reached. Stratigraphic evidence suggests that occupation was probably episodic. People were exploiting terrestrial, arboreal and riverine resources. Although this included several species of freshwater animal, it does not appear to have included any significant gathering of freshwater molluscs; land snails (verified as deliberately collected) dominate the midden. Artefact evidence suggests that links to the coast existed even when this was up to 100 km away. However, exploitation of marine resources does not appear to have occurred, even when these became closer to the cave because of coastal inundation at the end of the Ice Age. Principal occupation ended soon after c. 10,500 cal. bP. The TAAP aims to further elucidate this settlement picture through continuing excavation at Hang Boi and new parallel work at the nearby cave of Hang Trống, where the top of the cultural deposits have been dated by this project to c. 12,800 cal. bP.

The 2008 team was: Ryan Rabett, Chris Stimpson, Nguyễn Cao T-definition N, Jo Appleby, Lucy Farr, Athanasia Gallou, Jason Hawkes, David Marcus and Lisa Marlow. 2008 funding was provided by the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research and the British Academy (ASEASUK), and is gratefully acknowledged. The excavation team thanks Mr Nguyen Van Truong for providing all internal logistics during our visits.

The view from Hang Trống.
Cultured Rainforest
GRAEME BARKER

The aim of the Cultured Rainforest project is to investigate long-term and present-day interactions between people and rainforest in the Kelabit Highlands of central Borneo (Malaysian Sarawak), so as to better understand past and present agricultural and hunter-gatherer lifestyles and landscapes. The project has three main strands. Anthropologists are using anthropological and ethnohistorical methods such as oral histories to collect information on present-day forest life and the past as people remember or imagine it, on how objects are used today and (using museum collections) in the recent past. Archaeologists are conducting surveys and excavating selected monuments to reconstruct the lives of past forest dwellers. Palaeoecologists are studying fossil pollen in sediment cores from archaeological sites to document the long-term history of the rainforest and human impacts upon it.

The first fieldwork season (July 2007) of this multidisciplinary project highlighted the profound differences in the ways in which the Kelabit and Penan see their respective ‘proper’ relationships with the landscape. While the Kelabit aim to mark the landscape (constructing megalithic monuments, cutting ditches, making rice padi fields and cemeteries), the Penan aim to leave nothing but their personal traces, a kind of aura of their having been there, with a minimal physical expression. Both groups believe that forest spirits have the role of guardians of the forest, punishing those who misbehave in relation to the living environment. Clear links emerged between many archaeological monuments in the landscape and focal and apical ancestors/culture heroes among the Kelabit, as well as both differences to and parallels between their relationships with the forest and the landscape and those of the Penan. A first suite of radiocarbon dates indicated that human occupation of the Kelabit Highlands stretches far beyond the Metal Age (the beginning of which in Borneo is commonly dated to around 500 BC), probably by several thousand years.

In the second fieldwork season (August 2008), resistivity and magnetometer surveys (the first in tropical rainforest) were undertaken at a series of archaeological sites identified in the first season, to characterize their spatial extent and to search for buried structures. Excavations were carried out at three main sites sampled in 2007: an enigmatic habitation site we explored in 2007 dated by C14 to c. AD 400; a ceremonial mound; and a stone jar cemetery with grave goods of the fourteenth–sixteenth centuries AD. The anthropological studies were extended from the genealogical work to the social networks and relationships represented by Kelabit material culture, from basketry obtained from Penan to the plants in house gardens. Work also continued with both the Kelabit and the Penan on aspects of their relationships to the forest, particularly through its spirits. The anthropological, archaeological, and environmental data sets are being integrated into a single GIS framework to facilitate the archiving, analysis, and dissemination of the project’s findings.

A major grant by the AHRC’s Landscape and Environment Research Programme was awarded to Prof. Graeme Barker (Cambridge), Dr Chris Hunt (Belfast), Dr Huw Barton (Leicester), Prof. Chris Gosden (Oxford), Dr Monica Janowski (Sussex), and Jayl Langub (Malaysia). In addition to the AHRC grant, the project has also received funding from ASEASUK, the UK Association of Southeast Asianists.
Archaeology and Linguistics in the Andes

Paul Heggarty and David Beresford-Jones

Building on the McDonald’s tradition in facilitating inter-disciplinary studies between archaeology and linguistics, this project extends the synthesis into a region almost entirely overlooked hitherto. David Beresford-Jones and Paul Heggarty, specialists respectively in the archaeology and indigenous languages of the Central Andes, have won funding from the British Academy for a series of international symposia and lectures on this joint theme.

In September 2008 our first symposium brought to the McDonald a roll-call of distinguished world authorities on the archaeology and linguistics of the Central Andes from Harvard, Yale, Binghampton NY, Nijmegen, Leiden, the CNRS-CEILIA in Paris, and many others. Ancillary events included a further symposium on the post-Columbian period at the Institute for the Study of the Americas (University of London), a reception by the Peruvian Ambassador, and a day of public lectures at the British Museum.

Key guests from the Andean region were Professors Rodolfo Cerrón-Palomino and Peter Kaulicke, respectively heads of linguistics and archaeology at our partner institution, the PUCP, among the leading universities in the Andes. They will host our final symposium in Lima in August 2009, which will include a lecture series by Heggarty, Beresford-Jones and Colin Renfrew there and elsewhere in the Andes.

See www.arch.cam.ac.uk/ala/ and our forthcoming feature in the British Academy Review.

This project is financed principally by an award under the British Academy’s UK–Latin American Link Programme, together with a contribution from the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research (conference fund) and from the Institute for the Study of the Americas.

Wari khipu (c. AD 800) — predecessor of the later Inca record-keeping (and narrative?) system.

NeighborNet representation of the Quechua dialect continuum.
Cueva de los Chingues,
Pali Aike National Park, Southern Patagonia, Chile

MANUEL ARROYO-KALIN, CHARLES FRENCH AND ROB SCAIFE

The landscape of the Pali Aike National Park, situated along the border between Chile and Argentina, is a low extensive plateau where volcanic landforms intersect with late Pleistocene pro-glacial moraine features. Pali Aike entered archaeological knowledge through the pioneering work of Junius Bird, whose excavations at two archaeological sites — the Pali Aike Cave and Fell’s Cave — provided some of the earliest stratigraphically-controlled evidence for the co-existence between humans and extinct terminal Pleistocene megafauna in the Southern Cone.

In December 2007, Arroyo-Kalin, French and Scaife re-examined the litho-stratigraphic sequence of a new cave in Pali Aike — Cueva de los Chingues or ‘Skunk’s Cave’. This cave site is located at the edge of a volcanic crater, c. 2.2 km from the Pali Aike cave site.

Micromorphological analysis of Chingues cave has investigated the main formation processes of the deposit and identified 12 distinct micro-stratigraphic facies spanning the four top strata reported by a University of Magallanes excavation team. These facies include (in addition to natural deposits) hearths, occupation surfaces, dung accumulations by herbivores and carbonized bone fragments — supporting co-occupation of the site by omnivores/carnivores and humans, probably in the late Pleistocene.

In sum, we have provided alternative evidence to suggest the cave was used by non-human carnivores/omnivores and humans throughout its history. There is good evidence of in situ burning in sediments that can be litho-stratigraphically dated to the terminal Pleistocene and hence may be affiliated to Palaeoindian occupations.

Phosphatized and amorphous iron replaced organic matter and bone from Chingues Cave (plane-polarized light). Scale bar = 200 um (microns).

This research has been supported by the Centre for Quaternary Studies (Punta Arenas, Chile), Chile Projects (Centre of Latin American Studies, University of Cambridge), and the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research.

The entrance to Chingues Cave, with Rob Scaife (left), Flavia Morello (centre) and Özlem Biner (right).
Roots of Spirituality

Iain Morley

The ‘Roots of Spirituality’ project, funded by the Sir John Templeton Foundation and directed by Prof. Renfrew, with Dr Iain Morley as Co-Investigator, was concluded this year with the completion of the third and final book produced under its aegis, *Measuring the World and Beyond: the Genesis of Quantification and Cosmology*. This will be published by Cambridge University Press in 2009, as will the second volume, *Becoming Human: Innovation in Prehistoric Material and Spiritual Culture*. The first of the three books, *Image and Imagination: a Global Prehistory of Figurative Representation*, is already available, having been published by the McDonald Institute as part of the Monographs series in late 2007.

*Image and Imagination* considers, on a global scale, prehistoric archaeological evidence for figurative representation. This spans the earliest examples from the Palaeolithic, through later periods, and explores the role and meaning of representational art in different early communities. Such meaning is attached not only to the representations themselves, but also to the processes of their creation, use and discard. It also has the potential to reveal new evidence about people’s conceptions of the world around them, and of the world beyond that — with representations of ancestors and super-natural creatures — to point to the place of imagery in the world’s earliest religions.

The focus of *Becoming Human* is the relationship between the practice of symbolic activities and the emergence of activities and conceptions related to ritual and spiritual thought. The Upper Palaeolithic era of Europe has left an abundance of evidence for symbolic activities, such as direct representations of animals and other features of the natural world, personal adornments and elaborate burials, as well as other vestiges that are more abstract and cryptic. These behaviours are also exhibited by populations throughout the world, from the prehistoric period through to the present day. The contributions to this book explore how we can interpret these activities, how they relate to the ideologies, cosmology, and understanding of the world of the peoples who carried them out, and how the activities of humans in prehistoric Europe compare with those of their predecessors there and elsewhere.

*Measuring the World and Beyond* is concerned with the archaeological evidence for the emergence, in different periods and places, of activities related to quantification. This includes the measurement of properties of the world, and commodities, as well as the quantification of time. Such activities have important implications for interaction with the world and with other humans, but also have great significance for the ways in which people understand and explain the world and events within it. In this way these activities often have powerful roles in the formation of world-views and cosmologies. This third book in the ‘Roots of Spirituality’ series explores the relationships between measurement, economy, architecture, time, symbolism, cosmology, ritual and religion amongst prehistoric and early historic societies throughout the world.

Each of the books features contributions from between fifteen and thirty international scholars who originally participated in symposia held at the McDonald Institute (‘Image and Imagination’ and ‘Measuring the World and Beyond’) and in Les Eyzies (‘Becoming Human’). Together they constitute not only a related trilogy in their own right, but a contribution to the McDonald Institute’s ongoing research and publication programme in the area of cognitive archaeology.
Research Grants

The Institute supports field projects and other research initiatives of the University of Cambridge’s archaeologists through its annual grants from the DM McDonald Grants and Awards Fund. In 2008, grants totalling £116,250 were awarded to 30 projects ranging widely in time and space, many of which are highlighted in this report.

Completed applications for grants for 2009 must reach the Deputy Director by 30 January 2009.

DM McDonald Grants and Awards

- Dr Sally-Ann Ashton
  North Karnak Survey
- Dr Nicole Boivin
  Pilot Excavations at Europa Point, Gibraltar
- Dr Dušan Borić
  Palaeolithic Occupation of the Danube Gorges and its Hinterlands: Archaeological Investigations of Tabula Traina Cave, Serbia
- Dr Janine Bourriau
  The Pottery from the Anubieion at Saqqara
- Dr Mim Bower
  Y-chromosome Diversity and the Emerging Story of Horse Domestication in Central and East Asia
- Dr Adam Brumm
  Early Human Stone Technology from a Southeast Asian Perspective
- Dr Gilly Carr
  Deportee Art and Artefacts
- Prof. Dilip Chakrabarti
  The Historical Routes of the Indian Panjab
- Prof. Robert Dewar
  Vohemar and Malagasy Prehistory
- Mr Christopher Evans
  The Archaeology of Ciudade Velha, Cape Verde

- Dr Charles French
  Terminal Pleistocene and Holocene Human Occupations and Landscape Evolution in the Pali Aike Region, Southern Patagonia, Chile
- Dr Oliver Harris
  Northern Enclosures Project: Investigating West Lindsaylands
- Dr Liliana Janik
  Rock Art of Northern Russia
- Prof. Barry Kemp
  Amarna: the Stone Village Survey
- Dr Carenza Lewis
  HEFA CORS Research Project
- Dr John MacGinnis
  Excavations at Tell Brak, Northeast Syria
- Dr Martin Millett
  Roman Rural Settlement at Thwing, East Yorkshire
- Dr Cameron Petrie
  The Cultural and Geographical Transformation of Northwest India between 2000 and 300 BC
- Dr Nicholas Postgate
  Excavations at Kilise Tepe

- Dr Ryan Rabett
  Tràng An Project (Ninh Binh Province, Vietnam)
- Prof. Colin Renfrew
  Keros and the International Spirit of the Cycladic Early Bronze Age
- Dr John Robb
  The Bronze Age at Sant’Aniceto
- Dr Krish Seetah
  Understanding Colonialism through Diet in Mauritius
- Dr Laurence Smith
  Suakin and the Red Sea Coast of Sudan
- Prof. Anthony Snodgrass
  Publication of ‘The City of Thespiai’ (Boeotia Survey Project)
- Dr Kate Spence
  New Kingdom Colonialism, Sesebi
- Dr Rhiannon Stevens
  Identifying Migratory Behaviour through Oxygen Isotope Analysis of Reindeer Teeth: a Proof of Concept Study
- Dr Brian Stewart
  Middle Stone Age of the Lesotho Highlands, Southern Africa
- Dr Simon Stoddart
  The Civita di Grotte di Castro

The list below contains the names of Principal Investigators, their project titles and the external funding body.

- Dr Bettina Bader & Prof. Graeme Barker
  Bridge to Canaan: Tell El-Daba (Egypt)
  (European Commission)

- Prof. Graeme Barker
  The Cultured Rainforest: Long-term Human Ecological History (AHRC)

- Prof. Graeme Barker
  The Cyrenaica Prehistory Project Renewed Fieldwork at the Haoua Feah
  (Leakey Foundation)

- Prof. Graeme Barker
  From Charity to Equestrian Pastoral Nomadism (Leverhulme Trust)

- Prof. Graeme Barker
  RCUK Summer School: Rethinking Agricultural Origins in NW China
  (Medical Research Council Charity Funds)

- Dr James Barrett
  Investigating the Origins of Commercial Sea Fishing in Medieval Europe
  (Leverhulme Trust)

- Dr James Barrett
  Maritime Societies of the Viking and Medieval World
  (British Academy)

- Dr James Barrett, Prof. Martin Millett & Prof. John Hatcher
  Crisis, What Crisis? Collapses and Dark Ages in Comparative Perspective
  (Mellon Foundation)

- Dr David Barrowclough
  Cultural Collapse and Climate Change
  (British Academy)

- Dr Alison Blyth
  Biomarkers in Cave Sediments
  (Royal Society)

- Dr Alison Blyth
  A New Approach to Detecting Past Climate Change and its Impact on Terrestrial Ecosystems
  (Isaac Newton Trust)

- Dr Dušan Borić
  Forager–Farmer Encounters in the Balkans
  (British Academy)

- Dr Janine Bourriau
  The Pottery from the Anubieion at Saqqara
  (British Academy & Seven Pillars of Wisdom Trust)

- Dr Mim Bower
  Characterising Genetic Variation in the Thoroughbred Horse
  (Royal Veterinary College)

- Dr Mim Bower
  Ethnography of Isolated Populations of Horse Herders in Central and East Asia
  (Isaac Newton Trust)

- Dr Elizabeth DeMarrais
  Political Development in the Calchaqui Valley, Argentina
  (British Academy)

- Dr Charles French
  Island of the Dead? The Buried Neolithic Landscape of Herm (Channel Islands)
  (AHRC/Durham University)

- Dr Helen Geake
  Early Anglo-Saxon ‘Small-Long’ Brooches
  (Headley Trust)

- Dr Susanne Hakenbeck
  Ethnic Identities and Migration Processes in Early Medieval Bavaria
  (British Academy)

- Dr Paul Heggarty
  Archaeology and Linguistics in the Andes
  (British Academy)

- Dr Liliana Janik & Dr Pawel Nasiadka
  The Origins of Shamanism: Rock Art and the World’s ‘Oldest Religion’
  (Cambridge Templeton Consortium)

- Dr Liliana Janik
  Representing Movement in Northern Russia Prehistoric Rock Art
  (British Academy)

- Prof. Martin Jones & Dr Tamzin O’Connell
  Changing Levels of Protein Intake
  (Wellcome Trust)

- Prof. Martin Jones & Dr Harriet Hunt
  Modelling Agricultural Origins
  (Wellcome Trust)

- Prof. Martin Jones
  The Potential for Genetic Analysis of Historical Barley Landraces
  (Isaac Newton Trust)

- Prof. Barry Kemp
  Investing in Religion at Akhenaten’s Amarna
  (Cambridge Templeton Consortium)

- Dr John MacGinnis
  2008 Field Season at Ziyaret Tepe
  (Neil Keitman Foundation)

- Dr Augusta McMahon
  Iraq Symposium
  (British Institute for Study of Iraq)

- Dr Cameron Petrie
  The Cultural and Geographical Transformation of Northwest India
  (Isaac Newton Trust)

- Dr Cameron Petrie
  In the District of Pushkalavati
  (British Academy)

- Dr Cameron Petrie
  Stein-Arnold Exploration Fund: Environment and the Collapse of Harappan Urbanism
  (British Academy)

- Dr Cameron Petrie
  Ukiere Standard — From the Collapse of Harappan Urbanism
  (British Council India)

- Dr Nicholas Postgate
  Kilise Tepe Archaeological Project
  (Isaac Newton Trust)

- Dr Ryan Rabett
  Regionalism in the Development of Modern Human Behaviour
  (Cambridge Templeton Consortium)

- Dr Ryan Rabett
  Tràng An Project (ASEASUK)

- Dr Ulla Rajala
  Romanisation of a Faliscan Town — Nepi and its Hinterland
  (British Academy)

- Prof. Colin Renfrew
  Keros and the International Spirit of the Cycladic Early Bronze Age
  (British Academy)

- Prof. Colin Renfrew
  The Keros Project
  (Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation)

- Prof. Colin Renfrew
  Languages and Origins in Europe
  (Leverhulme Trust)

- Prof. Colin Renfrew
  Roots of Spirituality
  (Leverhulme Trust)

- Dr John Robb
  Changing Beliefs of the Human Body
  (Leverhulme Trust)

- Dr John Robb & Dr Helen Farr
  Exploring a Vanished Coastal Landscape in Holocene Southern Calabria
  (AHRC)

- Dr Krish Seetah
  Exploiting the Star of the Indian Ocean: Understanding Colonialism Through Diet in Post-Medieval Mauritius
  (British Academy)

- Dr Marie Louise Stig Sørensen
  Identity and Conflict, Cultural Heritage and the Reconstruction of Identities after Conflict
  (EC FP7 CP)

- Dr Marie Louise Stig Sørensen
  The Landscape of the Body
  (AHRC)

- Dr Anna Stevens
  The Amarna Stone Village Project
  (British Academy)

- Dr Simon Stoddart, Dr Caroline Malone & colleagues
  Explorations into the Conditions of Spiritual Creativity in Prehistoric Malta
  (Cambridge Templeton Consortium)

- Dr Katherine Szabo & Prof. Graeme Barker
  Molluscs as a Food Source
  (British Academy)
Events

**McDonald Annual Lecture**
- **21 November**  The 19th McDonald Lecture — Paul Mellars - *The Homo Sapiens Explosion: New Archaeological and Genetic Perspectives*

**McDonald Institute Seminars**
- **8 October**  José Luis Lanata and Simón Bolívar - *Human Dispersal in South America: Key Issues for the Understanding of Native Diversity*
- **24 October**  Graeme Barker - *In the Footsteps of Charles McBurney: the Haua Fteah, Libyan Cyrenaica, 2007*
- **31 October**  Camilla Briault - *Postpalatial Transformations: Tradition and Innovation in Late Bronze Age Cretan Ritual*
- **7 November**  Iain Morley - *Rocks, Rhombes and Racleurs: Beyond Piped Music in the Palaeolithic*
- **14 November**  Cameron Petrie - *Eruption, Abandonment and Reoccupation: Bayesian Approaches to Assessing Volcanic Disasters and Human History*
- **27 November**  Jéremy Jacob (CNRS-Université d’Orléans) - *Past Climate–Human–Environment Interactions Reconstructed from Fossil Molecules in Sediments*
- **28 November**  James Barrett - *Rounding up the Usual Suspects: What Caused the Viking Age?*
- **23 January**  Oliver Harris - *The Struggle Within: Objects, Subjects and Multivocality on Excavations in Scotland*
- **6 February**  Marie Louise Stig Sørensen and Christopher Evans - *A Place of History: the Archaeology of Cidade Velha, Cape Verde*
- **13 February**  Marsha Levine - *From the Urals to China: the Evolving Role of the Horse in Late Prehistory*

**Garrod Research Seminars — Department of Archaeology**
- **11 October**  Matthew Johnson - *Empiricism and Landscape Archaeology*
- **18 October**  Flemming Kaul - *The Ship, the Fish, the Horse and the Snake at Work in Nordic Bronze Age mythology; and Richard Bradley - Ships on Stones*
- **1 November**  Andrew Flemming - *Island Narratives: the Case of St Kilda*
- **15 November**  Fraser Sturt - *Perception, Rhythm and Form: 6000–3500 bc: in the British Isles*
- **24 January**  Hildegard Diemberger - *Landscape and Ritual in Tibet: From Ancient Royal Tombs to Contemporary Territorial Cults*
- **7 February**  Tim Ingold - *Pathways through the Weather-World: Movement, Flux and Perception*
- **14 February**  Alan Macfarlane - *Enchanted Landscapes*
- **28 February**  Tom Williamson - *Does the Social become the Spatial? Thinking about the Medieval Rural Landscape*
Conferences and Workshops

- **22 October**  Personal Histories Retrospect: Henrietta Moore (LSE), Meg Conkey (UC at Berkeley), Ruth Tringham (UC at Berkeley) and Alison Wylie (University of Washington).
- **13 November**  Archaeology of Bronze in China
- **14 November**  Research Seminar on Prehistoric Italy
- **18 January**  Unravelling Hominin Relations with the Environment in Central Europe during Oxygen Isotope Stage 3
- **26 January**  Higher Education Field Academy Seminar
- **29 March**  Medieval Settlement Research Group Easter Seminar - The Multiple Estate Revisited: Territories, Resources and Society in Early Medieval Britain
- **31 March**  CRIC - Identity and Conflict: Cultural Heritage and the Re-construction of Identities after Conflict
- **19 April**  The 9th Annual Cambridge Heritage Seminar - Packaging the Past: the Commodification of Heritage
- **25 April**  Biology, Evolution and the Social Science Curriculum
- **10 May**  From the Trent to the Thames: One Thousand Years of Prehistory Patterns in Archaeology from 1500–500 BC
- **31 May–4 June**  Maritime Societies of the Viking and Medieval World (held in Orkney)
- **4–8 June**  Cod and Herring: the Archaeology and Early History of Intensive Fishing (held in Orkney)
- **23–24 June**  Preludes to Urbanism in the Ancient Near East - A Conference in Honour of Joan Oates: her 80th Birthday and her 57th year of Archaeological Research in the Middle East
- **11–13 September**  Archaeology and Linguistics in the Andes
- **20 September**  South Asia Day: Recent Developments in South Asian Archaeology

Science on Saturday (15 March 2008)

Members of the McDonald Institute and the Department of Archaeology organized displays and activities to show the visiting public what archaeology is all about. Both children and adults participated enthusiastically:

- they made chariots and raced them across a map of Asia;
- tried out flotation techniques;
- learned about ancient DNA and how archaeologists can tell where you come from by what you eat;
- were shown how to tell the sex of an individual based on skeletal evidence;
- had a chance to dig for bones in a model cave;
- and processed grain.

The event was very well attended and enjoyed by all.

[Images of people participating in various activities related to archaeology.]
Discussion Groups

The **African Archaeology Group** (AAG) was set up in 2008 to revive the African Seminar previously established by Dr. John Alexander. Its aims are to discuss current research programs and results of Cambridge archaeologists working in Africa, to hold seminars by Africanist speakers, to bridge University departments and research bodies interested in Africa’s past, and to maintain the tradition of Cambridge’s long-standing involvement in African archaeology.

**Contact:** Kate Spence (kes1004@cam.ac.uk); Laurence Smith (ls101@cam.ac.uk); Federica Sulas (fs286@cam.ac.uk); Shadia Taha (st446@cam.ac.uk).

The **Archaeological Field Club** (AFC) provides a range of lectures, site trips and other events to broaden the knowledge of, and further enthuse, those with an interest in archaeology.

**Contact:** AFC President, Rachel Crellin (rjc74@cam.ac.uk).

The **Cambridge Americas Archaeology Group** is open to anyone interested in archaeological and anthropological research projects throughout the Americas. Presentations are given by research students, post-docs, visiting scholars and lecturers from the UK and overseas institutions. Meetings are usually held Monday afternoons in the McDonald Seminar Room. A trip to the pub tends to follow for lively, informal discussions. All are welcome!

**Contact:** President, Trisha Biers (tmb40@cam.ac.uk).

The **Egyptian World Seminar Series**, supported by the Mulvey Fund, continues to present recent research and discussions regarding Egyptology. It attracts speakers from around Britain and the EU who cover all aspects of Egyptology as anthropology, archaeology, philology, and museum studies.

**Contact:** Katharina Zinn (katharinazinn2004@yahoo.de).

The **Garrod Research Seminars** represent the Department of Archaeology’s main series of invited scholarly lectures. Each year they relate to a specific theme. For 2007/8 they explored perceptions of landscapes from both archaeological and anthropological perspectives with case studies drawn from the Britain, Scandinavia and Tibet.

**Contact:** Sheila Kohring (sek34@cam.ac.uk).

The **Graduate Seminar Series** organized by the Archaeology Graduate Society (AGS), gives graduate students the opportunity to present their original research in a relaxed and supportive atmosphere.

**Contact:** AGS Seminar Officer, Robyn Inglis, (rh20@cam.ac.uk).

2007 saw the initiation of a new research cluster, the **Grahame Clark Laboratory group**, showcasing the wealth of zooarchaeological and osteoarchaeological studies undertaken in the department. A series of seminars were presented that illustrated the spatial, chronological and methodological breadth of these disciplines, bringing the significance of osteoarchaeological investigations to the wider archaeological community.

**Contact:** Krish Seetah (ks354@cam.ac.uk).

The **Heritage Research Group** is made up of graduate students, academics, heritage practitioners and other interested parties. In addition to helping organize the annual Cambridge Heritage Seminar (a successful international conference) the main focus of the Heritage research group is its seminar series. The seminars aim to bring together researchers from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, whose projects cover a wide range of topics within the broad field of heritage.

**Contact:** Gilly Carr (gcc20@hermes.ac.uk); Shadia Taha (st446@cam.ac.uk) or Naomi Farrington (nhf21@cam.ac.uk).

The **Later European Prehistory Group** welcomes everyone interested in the European Neolithic, Bronze and Iron Ages. The group provides an informal and friendly setting for the exchange of ideas, dissemination of research results and the discussion of current topics of interest. Professionals, students and academics are invited to contribute.

**Contact:** Katharina Rebay (kr302@cam.ac.uk); Oliver Harris, (ojth2@cam.ac.uk).

The **Medieval Archaeology Group** meets approximately twice a term to discuss recent research on historical archaeology from the fifth to fifteenth centuries AD.

**Contact:** James Barrett (jhb41@cam.ac.uk).

The **PalMeso Discussion Group** for all things Palaeolithic–Mesolithic has continued to attract guest speakers from all around Britain, as well as providing a forum for Cambridge masters and PhD students to present the results of their own research in a relaxed atmosphere.

**Contact:** Robyn Inglis (rh20@cam.ac.uk); Alex Pryor (ajep2@cam.ac.uk).
Cambridge Archaeological Journal

John Robb

2007–8 was an excellent year for CAJ. The overall profile of publication remained much the same, but content expanded considerably.

The core territory of the journal remains interesting social archaeology regardless of theoretical denomination, and our contents over the last year maintain the journal’s traditional strengths in art and symbolism, high civilizations of the Old and New Worlds, and the evolution of cognition. The 2008 volume included two special sections (one edited by Robb and Pauketat on long-term change and the other edited by Renfrew and Malafouris on neuroarchaeology). Submissions remain strong; we currently accept approximately one third of all first submissions, and at present we have material in hand for about half the 2009 volume with 8 articles and one special section still out for review.

In editorial policy, statistics of internet ‘hits’ for individual articles supplied by CUP has shown that the entire range of our material is finding a readership; book reviews are sometimes surprisingly well-read, and we are increasing the range of books we review in light of this. We have also begun to add colour, as there are consistently at least one or two articles in each issue which really require it; while this adds a little to the production cost, the results in terms of attractive and effective presentation are well worth it.

On the business side of things, we have renewed our contract with Cambridge University Press, who are increasingly making CAJ available through electronic subscriptions and institutional consortia packages. While such arrangements are rapidly superseding the traditional individual print subscription, this is overall good news for the journal; with moderate price increases (keeping the journal under-priced compared to many other academic journals), CAJ’s revenue continues to produce a healthy surplus, and via online institutional access the journal is reaching many more potential readers than ever before. Coverage remains patchy, however; CAJ is available in virtually 100% of higher education institutions in some unexpected countries (China, Kazakhstan, Uganda and Croatia, for example) but is not comprehensive in the UK and USA; we have been discussing ways of addressing this with CUP.

CAJ’s success in 2008 derives in great part from the compact and amazingly efficient team which produces it, including Liz Farmar (secretary), Dora Kemp (production) and Katie Boyle (book reviews, having succeeded Nick James in May 2008).
McDonald Institute Monographs

The McDonald Institute is committed to publishing new perspectives and ground-breaking research in the field of archaeology and are proud to publish academic monographs of the highest quality across a range of subjects, ranging from excavation reports to conference proceedings and the history of linguistics.

All our books are written or edited by leading academics and are highly valued as key reference sources in their field.

Horizon: a Colloquium on the Prehistory of the Cyclades
edited by Neil Brodie, Jenny Doole, Giorgos Gavalas and Colin Renfrew

The Cycladic Islands of Greece played a central role in Aegean prehistory, and many new discoveries have been made in recent years at sites ranging in date from the Mesolithic period to the end of the Bronze Age. In the well-illustrated chapters of this book, international scholars including leading Greek archaeologists offer new information about recent developments, many arising from hitherto unpublished excavations. The book contains novel theoretical insights into the workings of culture process in the prehistoric cultures of the islands.


Simulations, Genetics and Human Prehistory
edited by Shuichi Matsumura, Peter Forster and Colin Renfrew

Data from molecular genetics have changed our views on the origin, spread and timescale of our species across this planet. But how can we reveal more detail about the demography of ancient human populations? Is it possible to determine when and how many people arrived at a certain continent, and which route they took from a choice of geographically plausible options? One of the most promising tools for such investigation is computer simulation incorporating various demographic scenarios. The simulation outcomes must be evaluated by teams with archaeological expertise, as this is generally the best evidence currently available on the population histories of geographical regions. In this volume specialists in simulations and molecular genetics as well as archaeologists present and evaluate the state of the art, and discuss future possibilities.


Nostratic Dictionary
by Aharon Dolgopolsky

Aharon Dolgopolsky is today the leading authority on the Nostratic macrofamily. His Nostratic Dictionary is the most thorough and extensive documentation so far of what may be termed the ‘Nostratic hypothesis’: that several of the world’s best-known language families are related in their origin, their grammar and their lexicon, and that they belong together in a larger unit, of earlier origin, the Nostratic macrofamily. It should be noted that several elements of this enterprise are controversial. As a result of a Nostratic symposium held at the Institute, the decision was taken to invite Dolgopolsky to publish his Dictionary, for it became clear that the diversities of view expressed at that symposium were not likely to be resolved by further polemical exchanges. Instead, a substantial body of data was required, whose examination and evaluation could subsequently lead to more mature judgments. Those data are presented in this work, and that more mature evaluation can now proceed.

This publication and its updates are accessible on-line at http://www.dspace.cam.ac.uk/handle/1810/196512

Mortuary Customs in Prehistoric Malta
Excavations at the Brocthorff Circle at Xaghra (1987–94)
edited by Caroline Malone, Simon Stoddart, Anthony Bonanno and David Trump

Amongst the earliest stone architecture in the world, the Neolithic temples and hypogea of Malta testify to a sophisticated island culture. Explored in the early twentieth century, the subterranean burial temple, the Hal Saflieni Hypogeum, was cleared of its burials and artefacts without detailed record. Late in the twentieth century, excavation at Xaghra on Gozo rediscovered a second cave cemetery that provides a unique comparison through the investigation of a substantial portion of the buried site using modern scientific techniques. This revealed one of the largest prehistoric burial assemblages of human remains yet discovered in the Mediterranean, amounting to some 220,000 bones, together with a rich assemblage of animal bone, figurative sculpture, symbolic artefacts and architectural remains. The detailed factual and interpretative report on this site, supported by fresh scientific data on raw materials, landsnails and environment, isotopes, radiometric dating and statistical analysis, is placed in the broader framework of the domestic and ritual landscape of the Maltese islands. The result is one of the most comprehensive studies of the incipient complexity of this mature, agricultural, but non-urban, island society so far published.

Rethinking the Human Revolution: New Behavioural and Biological Perspectives on the Origin and Dispersal of Modern Humans
edited by Paul Mellars, Katie Boyle, Ofer Bar-Yosef and Chris Stringer

A rising from an important international conference held at the University of Cambridge, Rethinking the Human Revolution reconsiders all of the central issues in modern human behavioural, cognitive, biological and demographic origins in the light of new information and new theoretical perspectives which have emerged over the past twenty years of intensive research in this field.


Excavations at Kilise Tepe, 1994–98: From Bronze Age to Byzantine in Western Cilicia
edited by Nicholas Postgate and David Thomas

Kilise Tepe, a major archaeological site in Turkey, takes its importance from its position guarding the Göksu Valley, one of the two main routes from the interior of Anatolia to the Mediterranean opposite Cyprus. This two-volume set reports on five seasons’ excavation and four millennia of occupation at the site, from the Early Bronze Age through the rise and fall of the Hittite Empire and into the Byzantine era. It includes detailed accounts of the site’s stratigraphy, architecture, artefacts and results of environmental studies.


edited by Colin Renfrew, Christos Doumas, Lila Marangou and Giorgios Gavalas

The site of Dhaskalio Kavos, on the remote Cycladic island of Keros, was extensively looted in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Investigations starting in 1963 then revealed large quantities of fractured marble bowls, broken marble figures and smashed pottery of the Early Cycladic period from around 2500 bc. This report of the subsequent survey and rescue excavations of 1987–88 reveals the extraordinary richness of the site, now confirmed as one of the most prolific in élite goods of the entire Aegean Early Bronze Age.


Image and Imagination: a Global Prehistory of Figurative Representation
edited by Colin Renfrew and Iain Morley

The dawn of art is sometimes equated with the birth of the human spirit. But when and how did figuration — painting, drawing — actually begin? And did these first figurative creations coincide with the emergence of our own species, Homo sapiens? Is figuration a general and fundamental feature of the human condition? In this challenging volume leading experts review the evidence now available from the worldwide practice of prehistoric archaeology, and go on to formulate some important conclusions.


Prehistoric Landscape Development and Human Impact in the Upper Allen Valley, Cranborne Chase, Dorset
edited by Charles French and Helen Lewis

The results of palaeoenvironmental and archaeological investigations in the Upper Allen Valley, Cranborne Chase, Dorset, 1998–2003 challenge some long-standing assumptions about the palaeoecology of the chalk, questioning the ubiquity of climax woodland and brown forest soils associated with it, the idea of extensive prehistoric soil erosion and the widely held model of quite dramatic Middle Bronze Age landscape change. New palynological, molluscan and soil micromorphological data suggest that there were different trajectories of clearance and landscape exploitation in the northern and southern parts of the study area over very short distances.


Testing the Hinterland: the Work of the Boeotia Survey (1889–1991) in the Southern Approaches to the City of Thespiae
by John Bintliff, Phil Howard and Anthony Snodgrass

Testing the Hinterland covers the sector of the rural landscape of Boeotia lying in the immediate southern approaches of Thespiae, which was in intermittent occupation from the Final Neolithic to just after 1800. During the intensive survey from 1979 until the 1990s the entire territory was walked, with the identification of sites and the counting and recovery of thousands of artefacts. Subsequent dating enabled detailed period and density maps of rural activity to be constructed, throwing unprecedented light on the interaction of a city with its closest hinterland.
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